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THE EFFECT OF VERY HIGH PRESSURES ON THE 

MOSSBAUER SPECT~UM OF Fe 57 IN IRON METAL 

Malcolm Foertner Nicol 

Inorganic Materials Research Division) 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Chemistry Department 

University of California) Berkeley) California 

August 1963 

ABSTRACT 

A velocity-sweep type high-pressure Mossbauer spectrometer has been 

developed. for use at pressures to 150-kbar and. greater. This spectrometer 

was used. to study the effect of pressure on the M(jssbauer spectrum of Fe57 

in metallic iron to a pressure presumably higher than 140 kbar. At pressures 

up to 120 kbar) a six-line spectrum characteristic of a,-iron was observed. 

A seventh line appeared. in the spectrum obtained. at 140 kbar. This line 

was attributed to the appearance of the high-pressure phase of iron. The 

variation of the magnetic splitting of the Mc5ssbauer spectrum in the a,-iron 

phase compared. favorably with results obtained. at lower pressures by nuclear 

magnetic resonance. The experiment :i.::1dicates that Mtjssbauer spectroscopy 

can be usefully applied to the study of magnetic materials at high pressures) 

and some ad.ditional experiments are suggested .• 



Recoilless enJ.ission and abscr]"cior::. of' ga:r;::::-.a radiation in solids has bee:::1 

discovery in 1958 by Rudolf .. - l J.'.·los s oe.:t1er. T~ese experLuents ranze from tests 

of the theory of relativ..i.ty to studies of rate processes in crystallizing solids. 

The effect) called the l-iossbauer effect; hs.s been observed in :11s.ny isoto:ges 

among the heavy elements. Em-fever} the greatest f::-action of ::-ecoilless radia-

c:7 
tion is found in the 14-keV radia~ion fro~ the isotope Fe/ because of a combi-

rJRtiorl of favorable conditions; been the 

in metallic iron has been studied at teEperatures from the liquid-heliUL1 range 

' ~7 

The Fe) spect:r'i..L'":l also has been studied for iron as an im-

purity in many elements and alloys as T .. t;::ll as for iron containing compounds 

·c2..nging f:::-om simple oxides and fluo:;.:ides to rnolecules as complex as ferrocene .. 

rr:~e many USeS to 'llhich the effect '.·Ti tn this. O:i.'!8 isotope have been applied arise 

frcm the extremely sensitive involvement of t:::le r::.ucleus -vri th the atomic emdrol"..-

rr:.ent in solids. The ~ossbauer spectrwn of Fe 57 provides direct information about 

~che magnetic field and electric field gradie:c.tts at the nucleus. :..:~~e l<LOssbauer 

spectr~ also can be used to aid in identifying the lattice s~~etry; ~o estimate 

the elect::-onic density at the nucleus} ~~d to irder the electronic state of the 

a \·iealth of information about chat1[;eS on the ato:mic scale resulting f'rcr.'l com-

:gression of solids; this i11...for::na-'c.ion car~1ot be extracted from studies of ::J.acro-

scopic p::-ope::-ties to which high-pressu::.·e research so often is lirlli ted. 

·, 
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The experiment that is re:ported here has tuo purposes: to establish 

e.:....':Qe::.·iroental concii tions for observing the l·iossbauer effect in rrlaterials at 

high :pressures) and to investigate the atomic origin of ferromagnetism ~n 

transition metals. . .Utnough this is not t!te first l':Iossbauer experiment in 

niQ.ues. r,iith these irri:proverr:ents) detailed s:pectra ve:ce readily observed. at 

:pressures u:p to three times as n:::.gn as in the previous ex:peri:nent. vlith 

respect to the study of ferromagnetisYrt) this e:~...':Qeriment also extended. tJ:-1e 

p1·essu:re range available for stuciy to ma:cJ.y times that available vhen this 

investigation 1.vas conceived. Results obtained. are in excellent, agreement 

\·ti th ~0\·ier-pJ.~essure NiOssbauer . ' 4 e x-ye :rJ...rn.e 1.1~.:. s a:nd 

-~-;hich only recently have been extended. -.-..-. vv the :pressure range of: this e:x::peri-

rr.:.ent. 7 i}:his experiment also pro·vid.es t:r-:te first evidence cor.Lce:cning the ruag-

ne-tic 1)ro:perties of the high-yress~re phase of ll"On metal. 

,.D_s an inv-estigation of !nagYletic ·be}:.avior .at i:igh :pressures) this ex~eri-

ment is or~y a stepping stone. l~'er:rc::1L!.gr.:etisrn. can be e:-:plained ·in ter:ils of 2.. 

coupling of rn.agnetic moments associated \·Ti tl1 electror.Lic spin. 'The Mossbauer 

effect meas·Qres the magDetic fi2ld at the nucleus Que to the electronic en-

viror1!Tl.e~'1t of tl:".Le r1ucleus) ·a."'1d the ten:..peratu.re dependence 9f the rnag11etic field 

at constant pressure appears to nec.sure the strengt~n 
8 

of the co:l:pling. Unlike 

the te!npe::--ature dependence) hovre•.re:::-, tl:e pressure depender;.ce of tD.e rr.:.c..gr.:.etic 

f'ielC. at tl1e nucle~s does not follo\-: t:ne presst:tre depeD.C.er..ce of the :m.abnetic 

coupling directly. The present c: .. n.d 
' 6 7 

e}:peri~leY.:ts J j 

i:r"dicate that the relation of' the pressu:ce dependence of the rr2.snetic :field 

c...t the nucleus to tl-J.e \rario..ticr1. of tl:E fe::--::"ornagnetic COl1J)lin.g --:-.r~th press·...:..l--e is 

st:c8..ig:h.tfor~·re..rd. 

by determining the tempe:::.·atu.re G.el-oender_c:e of the magnetic ::'ield 2.·c the :r.:.ucleus 

~· 

I 

I 
j.._. 

i 
' i 
! 
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in iron at a number o:c .... pressures. PJ_so, the applicability of this correc-

tion to other ferromagnets, as -vre:ll as to impurity nuclei in iron, :.~hould 

be' investigated. 

T.n.e pre~sent e:>..'J)erirnent, outl::..neC. ~briefly s..bbve) is discussed in T:' .. uch 

gre9-ter detail in the follo1·ring sectio~1s. Section I! revievs the back-
\ 

ground 0::1. which. the experiment vas designed, vrhile Sees. ~I and rl 
\ 

describe the equipment, operations, :1 "" ~ '., }. ana. re su.1.. ts or t;ne e:x::per:np.ent. Through-

out tl>..is discussion attention· is centa:::.·ed on relationships that could be 

i."llportant in investigating the effect o:f high pressure on ferromagnetism·;. 

besides the direct application of high-pressure e:qeri;:-:ental to M:ossbauer-

effect studies. Unf'ortunately, the concL.1sions most frequently reached 

are that the problem is too co::·(plex for the available theoretical treat-

ments tc be useful and. tl-.!.at sufficient experi2-r .. ental data are not. yet 

available for empirical evaluation of tl-:ce necessa::::-y relationships. 

ever, the effort expended on this exr;eriment serves as a founC.ation on 

vthich further and, hopefully, quite profitable investigations can be based. 



'· -L;.-

Curing a tra_Y).si tion bet1-reen nuclear st8..tes) ei t:~er or both of' \·Thic~1 r~ay be 

dege~'lerate. -:..e 

radia.tion emitted. in the decay of a.n e:-:cited state into the: stable ground 

state o:f a n'.lcleus in a solid ca:::1 ·be o·ctained as ene:tgetically ''Tell-de:fined 

lines. Tl1e nu...111ber of lines obts.ir ... eC. dcpe~:Cs en the possible ~erD.oval of 

the degeneracies a..'1d on the selectior.:. :::·ules f'o:c the nuclear tranzi tion. 

Hoi-rever) the width of these li:c.·:::s is li:,1i"ced. o:r1ly '.Jy tl1e lifetir::e of the 

\·ri th t11e Coulo:rnb and :n&Gnetic :::.e1ds ;;.::-·cd\:C0d Gy the elect:'"ons ~!"-1st sv..rround 

tr"'W!l o:· the y raC.i2.tion er:~i tted. f·~·o-;~: _.!s~·.:.e ti·c..r.LSi ting r.:.ucleus .. 

Coulom~ inte~action. 

tl"1e elect~on Co-u.lo1r1b potentia2. .. C.';l1e ~r ... te::-c:.ction of' tl1e ze:rc- o:rder r.:iorr..er1t) 

tt.:.e rrt.:clear Cf1.arge J \·Ti tl1 ..!(he electric ?ote11tid at tf1e l1UCleus C2.rlr.!.Ot re-

duce the dege:1eracy of the nt:clec~r stc.tes .~bL-:t cnly ca.r1 sl1if't the enel'"'gy. 

of these states. The mag:1i tude of tt~e sl1if"t de:;e:c1ds o:r:.. ttle · electronic 

~) 
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differs beti·reen states; and the y-re:..y energy varies i·ri th t:t:.e electrc:c-.ic 

charge density at the nucleus. This shift ccrr:rncnly is referred to as the 

cherr~cal or isotope shift. 

The intere.ction of higher-c:cder electx·ic rr1o::r:.erlts _can reduce t11e 

degeneracy of the nuclear states. Ho··:.rever 1 m21i.y of these higher mor!lent.s 

are prohibited by the symmetry of the nucleus and its enviro:r.:li'lent. Thus, 

non zero odd-order :nuclear electric 1-:w:r,ents are :pro~'1ibited by the inver-

sion syrr:.metry of the nucleus. 

the direction of the nuclear s:p:L:1 I li...-::i ts the highes-:::.-order mo:nent that 

may be observed. for a nuclear .state of a given s:pL1, and electric quad"--u-

:pole lYlCl"i:C:J.-cs are prohibited .. for r_1:cles.~ states lri tl-1 ..L < l ~Dy tl1is :cestric-

tion. Tne symmetry t!"'.:.e electronic 

hibi t· higher-order ir:.-ce::-;; .... _:::::,~o~:.s. Iu a yerfect cubic lattice) the electric 

and the degeneracy of nuclear st<~.tes CalJY.!.Ot be lifted l)y r:uclea:r electric-

qt:.adrupole-:11o::nent interactions ::..l: ti'1is lattice systerrL. :2e cause of re-

strictions such as these, the dete.ils of the l;~ossbaue::.~ s:pectrur:t can be 

1-rell S:s to study t!-.1.e sy-mmetr-y of the lattice in ~·rl1ich tb.e nucleus is 

located.. 

nucleus i~terac:tiorill 

e..re. sraall 1di th respect to the en~l'"iSY differences bet't .. :een .. r.t.uclec..r states; 

Tb.ese · ir.:.tel'·.-

act:iorl.s ofte11 also. do r.;.ot rn.i':( tl1.2 ·2lectro11ic states of tb.e ' . ' SOJ..lQ. In 

~i 

e.g .. ) as the interaction of a. quan.:tize-C ::TtJ..c:lea:c nlB.e;netic l1lora.e11t vri tl1 2.. 
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·stationary mag~etic field due to the electrons. Exact quantum. mecnanical 

k.novledge of either the nuclear o:.~ the electronic states involved.. not 

necessary for this treatment; the er.2ssion s~ectruzl c~~ be used to identify 

and to describe tbese states. If the proper~ies of the nuclear states are 

knovm; the nucleus can be used ir. this respec·c as a ~robe into the electronic 

structure of solids; as evidenced by a lons history of nuclear-magnetic-

resonance and. Mi::issbauer e:A-perL"1lents. 

In order to make use of the l·.tii::issbauer effect; a means of detecting 

the recoilless radiation a-'1d of 1:-:easu:cing the differences in transition 

·. energies bet\·ieen the nondegener8.cte lines is r~<Seded. The .conditions required 

for shc.rp absorption lines are identic:~:l to those for emission of shar~ 

y-ray lines, and the 2.bSOl"ptions of t~1e [):our.d st2.te of a I:.Ci::issbauer nucleus 

provide ';.rell defined energies. ~·h2se :. .. :~.;cri>tior.i.S can "je used to detect 

recoilless radiation by observ:!.nG the ::.;.1"c.ensity cf the radiation trans:-

r.:.i tted tl'.u-ough an abso::::-ber contai:::-ling t~1.e 1-~cssbauer nucleus in its gro'J.hC. 

state as t:f'le relative ene:cgies of the er:1ittir1g and absox·bing r1uclei c..re 

shifted. T11·e transmitted intensity dec~eas·=s "'ti!-.~.en the energies of a~ 

emission and an absorption coi::~cide. 

P~l the inform.ation about tJ-~c; elcc-~rcr.!. - nucleus i:.:.-.:.-teraction appears 

s..s shifts in the energy of the nuclee .. r states J and only er.:.erg~r diffe::.:·ences 

need to be measured to describe these inter2.ctions. n1e absorption tech-

nique also can be used to determine the er-~er;;y differences bet1-ree::1 the 

co:~~npor1e:;:-J.ts of the emission siJectya if the .e11erQ.r shift bet\·Teen tbe e::ni tting 

and abscl·bing nuclei can be measured. S.l'j_e a~tsolute en.erz.J of' ei trier nuclear 

t:car.si tior1 does not :te.ve to be kl10'Jl1) but a.ll :a:easure~·(:er..ts can be refer1""eC. 

~o a particular absorption. T~. '<'e57 •·ro:r~:, ..L.!.... ..1. ,, ...... ) stainless stz-;el c:tten is used 

for the reference because Fe57 ;·luc.:lee.l' sta.tes are ur~spli"c, :.:c-.t this 
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envirorr.tent. Tnis·produces a single absorption line. The energy shift 

is accomplished by Doppler shifting the absorber with respect to thP. 

source and is measured in terms of the velocity of the absorber relative 

to the source. This velocity v can be converted to an energy if ; · <:. 

the.y-ray energy Ey is known by 

t:,.E Y..., =-.i:!j, c y (2.1) 

1-rhere c is the velocity of light. A shift of l rr;rn/ sec corresponds to 

4.79 X 10-
8 

eV for the 14-keV radiatioJ:J. of Fe57. This technique measures 

the energy differences due to the electron - nucleus interaction directly 

and alleviates the problems associated vrith measuring very small differences 

in a very large energy to obtain accurate infonnation about the electronic 

environ..'T.ent of the nucleus. 

The theory of the J:.1ossbauer effect and the important nucleus - electron 

interactions have been worked out quite thoroughly; many techniques by 

v~1ich these measurements can be made are available in the literature. It 

1wuld serve little purpose to revievr this literature in depth· here as r.;e.ny 

- . . • l . - 2 excelj_en-c compend~a can be founa. In this section, only the most basic 

deyelop:nents essential to the understand.ing and. interpretation of those 

effects :yroduced in the Mossbauer spectrum of Fe5T in iron by application· 

of very high pressures are discussed. The conditions for the emission of 
\ 

I 
recoilless radiation are described in the follmring subsection, with 

em:yhasis ]?laced upon those parameters that are influence.d strongly by 

:press·t.ITe. Those proper~ies of the nuclear states of Fe57 pertinent to 

the spectroscopy and th6se interactions that.are expected to be important 

in iron metal Will be discussed with respect to the existing experimental 

a."'ld theoretical understanding of metallic iron. This section concludes 

·,; 
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with a. discus'sio:q. of the phase diagram of metallic iron in the pressure 

region of intere.st. 

A. Pressure and Recoilless Radiation 

':.. . . . ·'• .•... Until M"ossba.uer' s discovery of recoilless y radiation, application 

\ .. 

of nuclear.y~ra.y absorption spectroscopy was limited severely by Doppler 
. . . . 

·broadening of spectral lines due to nuclear motion1 ·and by shifting of 

· emission and absorption spectre. due to nuclear recoil. Line broadening 

1-ra.s thought. to be the. simpler :problem to solve. since nuclear motion "co.:1 

be reduced by imbedding the nucleus in a relatively rigid environment, 

such as solid lattice. Nuclear recoil, however, produces energy shifts 
\. . 

· beti-reen absorption and emission spectra that are orders of ::negr...itude greater 

than both the natural line width of the gamma radiation and energy 

'differences between nuclear .substa.tes. 

· ~ne effect of recoil on the y-ra.dia.tion spectrum of a nucleus arises. 

· ·· from the requirement of the .law of· conservation of momentum that, -vrhen a 

nucleus undergoes a transition of energy E, emitting a :photon, the nucleus 

mus.t recoil with momentum equal in magnitude to that given the photon • 

. Recoil re~uires.energy R, which must come from the nuclear trar.sition. 

T.~is recoil energy is not available to t~e photon, arid.the photon energy 

differs from E by R. In terms of the mass of the recoiling object m and 

the speed of light'c, the recoil energy is given by 

.,2 

.t:,; 
·R=--2, 

2mc ·. 

to zero order in R. 

.r: 
!'' (2.2) 

Inthe absorption of a photon, a similar u.rgument applies, e:xce]?t 

in this case the momentum of the photon must be tra.nsfe+red to the n~cleus. 
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Recoil energy comes from the phoi;on energy, which, must exceed· E by the eneri?;Y 

of· (2 ~2) for absorption. The centers 01~ the absorption a.rtd emission spectra, 

therefore, are separated. by 2R. ~~~ic~lly, 2R may be a fevr orders of magni-

tude greater than the width of the nuclear levels. 
\ .. 

Nossbaue.r demonstrated that the recoil barrier to nuclear absorption 

spectroscopy also could be reduced by imbedding·the nucleus in a solid 

lattice. The solid in effect increases the mass of the. recoiling object 

from that of one nucleus by a factor of the order of 1023 • Although on the . 

average the energy going into r~coil remains unchanged from that fer the free 

nucleus, 10 there is a finite probability that in a given y emission the 

population of phonon modes of the solid will not change. If no ph_onons are 

excited (or destroyed), no energy is taken from the y radiation for recoil. 

Only then, the photon an.d transi tj.on energies are equal. .This argu..'1lent 

ap}?lies equally to photon absorption. ·Thus, for recoilless events, the .sep-

aration of abso~ption and. emission spectra by 2R is reduced to zero. 

The probability of recoilless radiation, or the recoil-free fraction 

f> can be eA~ressed approximately by using the Debye model of a solid as the 

Debye-\,Taller factor of x-ray diffraction. The fraction: f is &'1 ir.dication 

of the coupling beti.;een an indi v:Uual nucleus and the lattice as a vrhole. 

It is related to the Depye'tempeniture e of the solid at temperature T by 

(2.3), in vhich k is the Boltzmarm constant: 

f -6R [1 r~)2 8/T t dt J1 (2.3) f = exp 1+-1- - J - ,. 
kT ' ' 8 o e t -1 

From (2. 3 L it is apparent that (recoilless radiation is enhanced by lev 

y-ray .. energi~.s, lovr temperatt;.res, high 11.asses, and high Debye temperatures. 

5'7 These conditions for Moss bauer s:pectroscopy are fulfilled quite Hell by Fe 1
• 

;.I'he 14-lceV radiation is one of the lowest knovill Y· energies and is quite viell 
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separated from other'energies.involved in the production of the excited state 
I . 

of Fe57. The Debye temperature of iron metal, 46yoK, is quite high. 11 Tne 

J:vfossbauer spectrum ·~f Fe 57 has been observed in iron ~etal at 1 atm to 

temperatures9 above 1300°K, in contrast with the inability to d.etect a mea-

surable fraction of recoilless radiation at room temperature for most 11ossbaue~ 

nuclei. The recoil-free fraction observed at room te~erature for Fe57 in 

metallic iron characteristically is of the order of 0.4. 

The Debye approximation is an adeqUa.te qualitative description of the 

recoil-free fraction. However, the insensitivity of this approximation to 

tr.e details ·of the high-frequency modes of the phonon spectrum; ivhich Lipkin 

demonstr~ted to be very important in conservation of the average recoil 

10 
momentum, makes quantitative agreement quite poor. Debye temperatures 

measured by the recoil-free fraction typically differ by a factor of tvro 

12 from those obtained by thermal measurements. Thus the I>iossbauer effect 

is not a good tool for studying the. thermodynamic properties of materials. 

The most important information contained in the De.bye-1-.Taller factor to 

the high pressure experimenter is the d.ependence of the· intensity of re.:!oil-

less radiation on the Debye temperature of the lattice. In this approxima-

tion, the Debye temperature measures the highest vibrational frequency of 

the lattice and. varies with pressure in the same manner as the vibrational 

frequencies. This variation is expressed,approximately by the Grlineisen 

relation: 13 

y = - d ln e 
d ln V (2.4) 

l''or iron, 14 the GrU.neisen const~nt y is approximately 1. 6. It is apparent 

from (2.4) that the Debye temperature is increased. by compression of the 

lattice, or by increased presstire. This effect has been discussed in detail 

by Han.<cs15 for the region T << e, ivhich is close to the conditions of this 
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ex:perirr,ent. · An increase of a factor of 2 .• 3 in the recoil-free fraction to 

130 kbar is estimated on the basis of Hanks 1 theory ~or Fe 57 in iron metal. 

The ql.,l.ali tati ve behavior of the recoil-free· fraction vith pressure ,.ms 

verified in an earlierMossbauer experiment at high pressures vith the 

nucleus ny161 in gadolir~um metal, by Stone et a1. 3 

Other factors, however, also make important contributions to the e.ppa"ent 

fraction of recoilless radiation observed in this experiraent. The attenua-

tion of the 14-keV radiation by the valls of the pressure chamber is severe 
' ' 57 ' . 

because of the low· energy of ,the Fe radiation. Furthermore, as the 

pyro:phyllite gasket containing the so.m:ple is'compressed this attenuation 

increases. The l23-keV radiation, hmrever, is only 'l·re'a.kly scattered by the 

gc.sket. Some of this higher-energy radiation appe~rs as 14-keV radiation 

electror~cally, because it is incompletely absorbed by the detector. As 

the increase of the attenuation of the 1~·-keV radiaJdon vrith respect to this 

other r~diation can be greater than the increase of the recoil-free f~ction, 

"che observed. recoil:.. free fraction can decrease "ri th pressure. 

B. Fe 57, the Iviossbauer Nucleus 

In this experiment, the excited states of Fe57 ~orere produced. from the 

electron-capture decay of co57. The decay scheme for this process is sh01·in 

in Fig. 2.1. The co57 captures an orbital electron to form the 137-keV 

state of Fe57 with a half-life of 270 d.ays. This half-life is longer by 

marry o'rd.ers of magni tud.e than the half-lives of the other decays involved 

fu~d controls the intensity of the 14-keV radiation. For counting periods 

of the order of a day, the decay rate is nearly constant. 

The 137-keV sta;te of Fe57 m;.~y decay directly to the ground. state •. 

However, the decay of this state proceeds through a state 14.37-keV above 

---the ground state in 91% of the disintegr':::.tions, vith the err.ission of a 

t I 

·~ 
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57 
Fig. 2.1 Energy -level diagram of Co and daughter nuclei. 

(Source: reference 4 7.) 
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123-keV y ray •. The 14-keV state decays d.irectly to the ground state by 

y radiation, lrhich is th~ radiation used for l{ossbauer spectrosco:py. The 

pol~izatiori of this radiation is that of a magnetic dipole, the contributio¥ 

of electric quadrupole rad.iation being at least four orders of magnitude 

lower. 17 

T:he properties of the ground state and. the 14-keV state vrhich influence 
.j 

' ' 

the ?--lossbauer spectrum are well knmrn. The most important of these properties 

are tabulated in Table II.l. Both states have nonzero spins. Tne resulting 

magnetic moments, interacting vith a magnetic field H(O), split the de..: 

genera.cies of these· states accord.i·ng to 

(2.5) 

1rhere 1-J. is the magnetic moment of the state vri th s:pin I and l:n. is the com

:ponent of the spin e.long H( 0) for the particuh.r nuclear sublevel. In Fe 57, 

a magnetic field at the nucleus splits the ground state into a doublet, and 

the 14-keV state into a quartet. 

The 14-keV state has an electric quadrupole moment16 that~lits the 

state into a doublet in the :presence of an electric field gradient. ~~Yo 

qu~drupole moment is allovred. the ground state because of the ~ spin. ': ··""'.0 .,:...._.._ 

interaction of a nuclear electric quadrupole moment eQ with a cylindrically 

sj~metric electric field. gradient eq along the z axis is given by (2.6b); 

V is the electric :potential. In the general case, 

eq 
d

2
V 

= -2-=· 
dz . 

v zz 

2 e qQ 2 · 
= 4I(2.L-l) [3m - I(I+l)]. 

(2.6a) · 

(2. 6b) 

vr..-1en the symrr~etry is not cylindrical, m may not be a good qusntum number. 

Mixing of sublevels of different m depends upon pc.r:::.:neter 

.. 
;l 

l 

l 
I 
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' 
of the Fe57 Nuclear 

., 
Te.ble II.l. Propert:).es States 

J 

State Ground 14-keV · Reference 
l 
j 

I 
Energy 0 14.37 16 

I 1 3 16 
\, 2 2 

~(n.m.) ±0.0903 f.O.l55a 9 

Q (barns) 0 0.1 16 

Lifetime stable l.Ox 10-7 16 

Decay 1111. 17 

RM.ius of nucleus 1.000 0.998 18 
(arb units) 

0. The absolute sign is uncertain in the literature; but the (;hange of 

sign bet1.,reen states is well established~ 
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} 

~orhere V is defined. by (2. 6a) by replacing z >:Ti th x. By convention, · 
.XX 

,· 

IV !>IV !>IV j.· iT.nen both a m. a. gnetic field and an electric field. 
ZZ- XX- YY 

gradient are present, the splittings of (2.5). and (2.6b) are additive only 

if the axial electric field gradient parallels the magnetic field. ·. . ·. ·. 

The corrections due to misalignment of V and R( 0) in a..- iron, hovrever, zz 

should be negligible as H(O) is· very large and V must be zero for the 
zz 

undistorted lattice. 

·.The energy of the nuclear states also is affected by the Coulomb 

interaction w-ith the electric charge density contained vrithin the nuclear 

volume. The magnitude of this energy is a function of the charge density 

at the nucleus a..."'ld the nuclear volume. In general, the interaction energy· 

differs betveen nuclear states due to differences in nucleon distributior'.s 

resulting in different volumes. The 14-keV state of Fe57 apparently has 

a smcller 1 -'-h th ' t ~ 18 
vo ume ~ an e grounc s ave .. Therefore, the y-ray energy 

decreases as the electronic density at the nucleus increases. For this 

exper::!..m.ent the interaction is independent of nuclear orientation since 

orientation dependence .ivould appear as a quo.drupole interaction. Tl<is inter-

action produces a uniform shift of the emission spectrum relative to the ab-

sorption spect~ if the emitting a..."'ld absorbing nuclei are in different 

enviro~~ents. This uniform shift of the spectra is designated the chemical 

sl<ift because of the sensi ti vi·ty of the electronic density to the chemical 

environment of the atom, as 1-.rell as to pressure and temperature. 

The chemical shift is not a unique contribution to the shift cf the 

emission and. absorp'tion spectra. A similar shift. arises from a relativistic 

effect due to the vibration of nucleij this effect c:~so depends on chemical 

I 
I 
I 
' ! 
f 
i 

• f 

~ 
l 
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environment. However, this second contribution ~ay be small as .Pound 

et al. 
20 observed for the shift in the Fe57 spectrum to 3kbar.. The calcula~ 

ted relativistic correction accounted for less· than 5% of the observed 

shift; 

Walker et a1.18 have interpreted the chemical shifts in the Fe57 spec-

trum relative to stainless steel for a number of configurations of the 3d 

·and 4s electrons. They constructed the diagr8Ill. shoim in Fig. 2.2 -vrhich 

relates the chemical shift to the 4s electron density at the Fe57 nucleus 

from observed. shifts in a number of chemical enVironments and estimates 

of the electronic configurations involved. These estimates can be used. 

both to predict the electronic structure involved and to obtain a. crude 

estimate of the compressibi-lity of a given electronic configur:J.tion. 

Tne difference between the energy of a given transition in tl'le Fe:7emission 

s:pectru.m .E(m)m •·) and. the ab.sorption energy .of Fe 57 in stainless steel E r is 

given by 

(2.7) 

1-rhere m and m 1 are the components along H( 0) of the spins of the ground e.nd 

excited states of Fe57, respectively; !J./!J.o is the ratio of' the magnetic 

Lloments of the 14-keV and. ground. states; and. V is the ener::;:y of the chemical c 

sr~ft. This equation may be simplified in ter.ms of the parameters A and B 

defined. by (2.8) and. (2.9) vrhich can easily be d.ete:rmined from the spectra 

[see ( 3.1) and. ( 3. 2)] : 

Thus) 

A= !J.0H(O) 

. 1 2 
:B = 'l+ e qQ. 

=A te 2mr 
!J.o -3-

I·-::: u·-<) 
\ 4-- • 

(2.9) 

(2.7a) 
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0 120 
. X= 4s electron contribution (o/o) 

MU-31352 

Fig. 2.2 The dependence of the chemical shift on the e~ectronic 
co?figuration of iron. (After Wertheim; source: ref. 18. ) 
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T'ne Fe 57 nuclear states are split by a magnetic field of 330.5 kG 

in ferromagnetic c:.-iron.9 This field :produces splittings of the ord~r of' 

10-7 eV betvreen the otherwise degenerate nuclear sublevels. Upon E•P:Plica

, tion of an external magnetic field) the s:pli ttings decrease) l9 1vhich indi-

cate:; that the field is directed oppositely) or is negative) >iith respect 

to the magnetization vector. The magnetic field at the nucleus va=ies 

similarly to the saturation magnetization as a function of temperatUre at 

1 atm and goes to zero at the Curie temperature. Zero magnetic field also 

is observed inthe high-temperature y phase of iron.9 

The same field is observed in nucleo.r-rno.gnetic-resonu."'lce experi.-nents 

in iron. Recently Li tster and :Benedek 7 observed that this lr,agnetic field 

decreases linearly vri th :pressure according to 

d ln H(O)) = -l 67 X , 0~4 , .b ~-1 
dP T • -~ Ka! (2.10) 

in a nuclear-magnetic-resonance experiment to 65 kbar. The origin of this 

magnetic field is discussed in Section II. C. 

No guadru:pole contribution to the s:?litting is observed in c:.-iron 

because of the restrictions :placed on the electric potential by the synrmetry 

of the lattice. In a lattice with an axis of higher than tvrofold rotation-

al syrr~.etry) this axis must be the z ~xis of' the electric field gradient and ~ 

· Hill be zero. Obviously) a nonzero electric field gradient at the nucleus 
' 

is allmred in a. lattice vi th more than one such axis only if lover symmetry 

distortions exist. ~1e body-centered cubic lattice of c:.-iron is such a 

lattice. 

The electric f'ield 'gradient is not restricted to zero in the hexagonal 

close-packed lattice. Thus) observation of a significant q,uadru:pole con-

tl~ibution to the splitting could be used to identify suci1 a structure for 

II 



the hiGh-pressure iron phase (see sec. II.D). Hoi-rever, the pre:ssure is 

applied u."liaxially in this ex:Periment to a nonhydrost_atic-pressure mediu2n 

(the iron). This permits large pressure gradients to form. Such pressure 

gradients can d.istort the cubic lattice s\ri'ficiently for the observation of 

quadru}?ole contributions to the s:Plitting in the cubic phase. Therefore, 

observation of a quadrupole.' contribution to 'the splitting o:f the nuclear 

states is not a sufficient condition to establish a :Phase change to a non-

cubic symmetry in this experiment. 

C. f1hgnetic Field at the Nucleus in a Ferromagnet 

A ru.agnetic :field of the order o:f 330 kG at an Fe57 nucleus in a,-iron 

due to the electrons is not ex-_plained on a sirr.ple basis. The syrr.metry o:f 

the body-centered cubic lattice prohibits direct interaction of the ~~cleus 

uith d electrons, vhich comznonly a.re thought to be responsible for ·bv"'t:,h ,~. 

local ·magnetic moment an<i the fer:;;-omG.gnetism. Higher-order connections to 

the direct interaction permitted by louer syrnrnetry distortions also o.re in::. 

appropriate in both sign and magnitude to explain-this fielC.. Much of the 

difficulty arises from use of t::1e familic,r free-hydrogen-atom description 

of electronic states in metals \·ri thout consideration of those interactions 

many-electron condensed syste;1ls that lEix one-electron l1ydrogen-atom. 

states. 
21 

Freeman e11d \·latson have studi<::d this }?robleru. e.r1d have demonstra-

ted. the significance of many co1·rections to the one-electron-state rriodel 

the..t are needed to ·d.escribe the m.o.gnetic field. observed at nuclei in ferro-

~agnets. These corrections are intim~tely connected tc the description of 

the origin of ferromagnetism, '>rhich is yet poorly undcrstood on e.n ato::nic 

scale. The corrections also give some insight into possi-ble applicE-tiorls 

of the l~ossbauer ef:fect to the s·cudy of magnetism. 
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It is beyond the scope of this i'iOrk to present z.n o..uthoritati ve inter-

j_)retation of ferromagnetism and the relation of ferromagnetism to the ~.o..g-

netic field at the nucleus. Hmrever, it is appropriate to detail some of 

the current interpretation of these effects. In this discussion attention \ 

is f.ocused on those parts of the explar>..a.tion of these phenomena tl" ... a:t; appear 

to ·be similar. Unfortunately, the available theoretical interpretations e.re 

either too qualitative or too complex to be useful in interpreting the exist7 

ing data~ Tnerefore, this discussion centers en som~ aspects of' ferromag-

netism to which further experimentation -vrith the Ivlossbauer effect might 

usefully be applied. 

1. The 2!:::-, .. g;netic Field at the .Nucleus Due to Atomic Electi~ons 

The magnetic field with i·rhich the magnetic moment of the nucleus inter-

,::.cts can be attributed to a combination of three effects. ( 'l"his expe:~iment 

Hs,s pe!:1:'or;;,ed in zero external m::.;.cnetic field, and the contribution of ex-

ternal fields 1-rill not be discussed.) These are most conveniently divided 

into t1-m fields due to the motion of electrons outside ·the nucleus .s.r..d o.. 

field due to penetration of electrons into the nucleus. The interaction of 

the nucle8.r magnetic moment vrith electrons outside the nucleus consists of 

a contribution from the current loop produced by the orbital motion of the 

electronic charge around. the nucleus and ~;. contributiqn from the dipole-

dipole interaction vi th the m.:.gnetic dipoie associated 'l·ri th the elect:conic 

spin. Smaller higher-order terms can be neglected. The fields produced by 

these contributions in an atom u.re given by the diagonal matrix elements of 

! .e. 
H..e = -2{3 L: __::. 

i 
.. 

r. ;) 
(2.11) 

~ 

L:.J:__ 
(r·s.)r. 

H = 2{3 ( s. -~) s i r.3 ~ 
2 ) 

r. 
J. ~ 

(2.12) 

I 

I 
j 
.i 

I 
! 

I 
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lihere $~ c..nd s. are the one-elect:con operators for orbital and. spin angul8.r 
.!.. J.. 

:::nomenta, res:pecitvelyj r
1 

is the position operator of the .:!:_th electron; .:mel 

p is· the :Bohr ma.gneton. As the expectation value.:of .ei is zero i'or an. s 

electron, H
2 

is zero· for an s electron. 

The magnetic field resulting from the penetration of the electronic 

chare;e into the nucleus vas discussed by Fermi. 
22 

Electronic vrave fu."lctions 
·c 

for atoms go as r~ near the nucleus; the :penetration is nonzero only for s 

states (2=0) in a point-nucleus approximation. The field due to s electrons 

at the nucleus ca.'1 be expressed approximately by 

16Tf 
= -3- I: 

i 
(2.13) 

'\·There '-P ~ ( 0) is the electronic '\·/ave function at the nucleus, and the sU..."Till"~a-
..L 

tion extends over all s electl~or.s; < s. > is the time aver<?,ge of the elec
:L 

tronic spin over a..."'l. interval at least of the order of ·hj ~H. Corrections for 

a fir1ite nucleus and the contribution of states -vrithout s character can be 

ce..lculated in principle. Hmrever, detailed. informat::.on about nuclear and 

electronic '\·rave functions is needed for -c.his calculation. It is not un-

reasonable to assume that the interaction 6epends on electronic v~iables 

in a manner sirrtilar to (2 .13) and that Hf is linear in the s:pins of all the 

electrons in a..."l atom. 

T11ese three fields are not oriented . in a laboratory a.xis systen for a 

free atom if no external magnetic field is present. Furthermore) ~ < s. > 
l. l 

:S<C.>are zero vhen these sUmma.tions are carried over a completely filled 
i l 

shelL Tnerefore, com:pletely filled shells do not contribL<.te a magnetic 

field a.t the nucleus if the radial v;ave functions do not depend on the sigr:s 

of the orbital and spin angular mouents. S:;,:Jin-dependent electron-electron 

interactions in many electron systems can destroy the symY!1etry of the electro:1::.c 

I 
. I 
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terms in the Hamiltonian vith 1·espect to spin direction. Tnis ca~ remove 

the independence of the r'adial one-electron vave functions on spin in 

with uni'illed electronic shells; filled shells on such atoms can contribute 

to the magnetic field at the nucleus. 

2. ~~gnetic Field at the Nucleus of an Atom in a Solid 

The presence of adjacent atoms in solids adds terms to the Hamiltonian 

that h::we lOi·rer synm1etry than the spherical symmetry of the free~atom 

Hamiltonian. These lower-synunet.l:"'J te:rms d.ominate the inflt.:.ence of the free-

atom terms for some electronic states and Ir.ix states fro:n different atomic 

sites into electronic states characteristic of the solid, rather than a 

p:.:;.rticclar 2.tom. The extent to -vrhich atomic states are mixed. is usually 

small for all but the most enerc;etic states such as the 4s states of iron. 

Thus electronic states in metals may be conyeniently divided into t'iro broad 

classe.s: the localized core states, for 'iThich the fl·ee-o.tom description is 

Useful; and the highly nonlocal nearly-free-electron states, for '\Thich the 

presence· of the atomic cores appears as a perturbation on a background of 

a uniformly attractive potent:j_al. The division of electronic states into 

the t1.ro types is not sharp, and the 3d states in iron may represent an inter-

~ediate case. Furthermore, the degeneracy of the free-atom 3d .states c~. be 

reduced by the symm.etry of the solid, giving rise to both core-like and 

nonlocal-lil\e 3d states. 

Nonlocal states in solids c:.re j_mportant in understanding the coupli1:g 

of electronic states localized around different lattice sites. They produce 
• • ~I 

the bonding of atoms into the solid and can be used to eA~lain the ferro-

magnetic coupling of the local magnetic rr!oments. ':!:'hey also are the most 

sensitive electrons vrith respect to the lattice. In::~.si:mch as these states 

are not e..ssociated vi th particula1· ato::J.s, hovrever_, free-ato;:n phenomena such 
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as the orbita;L angular momenta lose their meaning for electrons 'in these 

states. Thus nonlocal electrons .do not contribute to, B.z or H of (2.11) 
s . 

or ( 2 .12). Electron spin, hmiever, is not a free -atom :phenome·non and 

nonlocal states are not prohibited from contributing to the reagnetic field , . 

at the nucleus through a Fermi contact ~nteraction. 

The lattice synunetry also restricts the properties of the core elec-

tronic states. T.~us the electric potential must be the s~~e ~long each of 

the three (100) directions of high syrranetry in the perfect cubic lattice, 

and the spatial distribution of the electrons must be equivalent along each 

of these axes. The eXJ?ectation value of m~ along one of these axes can be 

used as a constant of motion to·describe the electronic distribution, but. it 

can be nonzero along only one direction. Therefore, the ti;ne average of the 

three components of the electronic orbital angular momentum of the core states 

must be zero in a cubic lattice j time average quanti ties such as H.E :nat 

depend on the d.irection of tne electronic orbital a...'1gular momentum are quenched 

by this symrr~try. 

The dipole-dipole interaction giving H depends on the sym.rnetr>J of the s 

electronic distribution in a similar ma..'1ner, and this also is quenched in 

·perfect cubic symmetry. Nonzero values o:f H" and H in cu-bic :phases, c.l-
"' s 

though not necessarily small, arise or..ly because of distortions of lovrer 

syrnmetry. I'.f.s.rshall23 studied these higher-order corrections for transition· 

·metals arid estimated the magnitude of tnese higher-order corrections to 

the magnetic field at the nucleus. These corrections (of the order of .50 

to 100 kG) are directed parallel to the magnetization. The observation that 

the magnetic f'ield at an ]'e57 nucleus in metallic iron is directed oppositely 

to the magnetization indicates that these higher-order corrections alone are 

insufficient to explain the magnetic field. 

• 

•· 
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,. 
The only_ remaining interaction to ~ .. :hich the large field can be attribu-

ted is t~e Fermi contact interaction. Ho>!ever, besides involving non-s 

states, the sign of the field is ina~~ropriate for a direct Fenni contact 

interaction 1-ii th the moment-carrying 3d states. The field ca.'1 be explained 

in terms of .sn indirect Fermi contact interaction through G.'l exchange pola:ri-. 

Z3.tion vi thin the core states. 'l'his inte11 action is closely associated vri th 

the problem of ferromagnetic coupling and. 1-rill be discussed c.fter a brief 

development of some theories· of the atomic.origin of ferromagnetism. 

3. Origin of Ferromagnetism in Iron 

Unlike the electronic orbital angD.lar momentu.."'Tl, the spin engular momen-

tu..~ of the core electrons is not quenched by the syrrU~£try of the cubic 

lattice of a.-iron .. ·In fact) a combination of spin-dependent intero.ctions 

that stabilize nonzero spin configurations appear mnong the electronic terr~ 

·of the Hcuniltonian. One such intel~act~Lon is that betl·reen electrons. of the 

sw.e core shell, vhich gives rise to Hund 1 s rule for f:cee atoms. 'l'his rule 

states that the ground electronic state of an atomis that combination of 

one-electron states in 1-rhich the s~in is a me..:ximum. 'E1is rule CE'-'1 be derived 

on a purely electrostatic basis and usuc~lly carries over directly to the 

solid fer core electrons.. Predominance of this interaction over ot:her spin-

dependerJ.t interactions in iron for these electrons in the unfilled set of 

3d core states can account for a local m2,g~etic moment. 

Spin-dependent·or exchange interactions are not restricted to electrons 

-...rithin 'the same atanic shell. In the Heitler-London treatment of the hycro-

gen molecule, an exchange term removes the degeneracy_ of singlet a.n.d .triplet 

states. l-Ieisenberg suggested
24 

that the sta.bili ty of o. parallel-spi;:;, ferro-

magnetic state in iron o.lso can be explained by exchange. Eo-v.rever, a direct 

connection between exchange in metc:.llic iron and molecular hydrogen is 
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comFlicated by the large difference in the number of electrons involved. 

The exchange interaction in hydrogen involves.only two electrons and, 

therefore, only matrix elements beti-reen those states directly coupled by 

the interaction. This often is called direct exchange. In iron, hO'vrever, 

processes in which two states are coupled through interactions vrith a 

possibly virtual intermediate state can be of primary importance. This 

coupling is called indirect exchange u.lthough the division is conceptual 

and, therefore, somewhat arbitraD'· Both·direct and indirect exchange 

.have been used to describe ferromagnets. Some of these descriptions are devel-

oped in this section to illustrate the possible behavior of the electronic 

system in iron. 

Dirac demonstrated2 5 that the e::-:change coupling suggested for tl~ansi-

tion metal ferromagnets by Heisenberg could be obtained by the inclusion 

of a term in the Hamiltonian 

'\f! 01 =- L: J .. S · S. , 
ij l.J i . J 

( 2.14) 

vrhere Si and Sj are the spins of the .:!:_ th and .Q_th core .electrons on neigh-

· boring atoms. In the general form, J.~ is an operator on the electro~c 
l.J 

~~d spin coordinates of these electrons. A positive J. . makes the !:!ixing 
l.J . 

of those states with spin parallel, stable i·rith respect to the co:rr.bination 

>vi th the spins anti :Parallel. The problem· o:f the origin of ferromagnetism 

is then reduced to deterrr~ning the appropriate Jij 1 s. 

This model l·ras extend.ed in terms of the d.irect exchange interaction 

by &the. 26 He assumed that only the direct d-d exch&"lge beti·reen ne2.rest 

neighbors vas i.'T..portant and ths.t J vras isotropic. »J using these assl.:!il:fl-

tions, the energy of magnetization can be calculated ( 2 .14a) by sUJ.1llling 

the diagonal matrix elements of (2.14) over the electrons on adjacent 

a-co:ns: 
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E 
-.1.. 

L. c: • .s. = 2 J '-'· 
j J :1. 

1rhere S. is now the total spin of the d electrons on the i thatom, and the 
:1. 

su.'T.m.ation ex'tends over all neighbors j of ever-J atom i. (This equs:cion 

car~ be used to describe. the thermodyna'11ics of fe.rromagnets at tem}?era.tures 

vrell oelm.,r the Curie temperature if J is not defined bu.t is evaluated 

empirically.) In Bethe 1 s model the magnitude of J is determined by the 

overlap of atomic d orbitals on. ad.jacent atoms. For lack of better i-iave 

functions, Eethe used hydrogen-atom-like orbitals to demonstrate th8.t the 

overlap can be generalized in te;c::J.s of the ratio of the nearest-:r:eighbor 

dist2.nce R to the d orbital radi:1s r. From this model he obtained the de-

pendence of J on H/r suggested in Fig. 2.3, the so-called &the curve. 

The most striking suggestion of the 3sthe model is tl"£ critical value 

of R/.:r ( =l. 5) belO\·T 1-.rhich ferron:.agne"i:.ism is unstable. Emrey.er} although 

many properties of transition metals &~d alloys can be discussed in terms 

o~ this :nodel, the g_uite ·abrupt 6isappe.::.r,c;.1.c:e of ferromagnetism by compression 

of a ferromagnet predicted by this moO.el has never been observed. :Bozorth
27 

has suggested the coordinates approp1·ic..te to some transi ticn. ele:r:ents shmm 

_in Fig. ? ':< -•....;• His.value of R/r for iron (1.63) is close to the critical value 

of l. 5} ;.rr.J.ch suggests that large chaiJ.Ges in the rn.agr.etic bef:.avior o~ iror:. 

'.wuld. be detected. at high pressures if this J.i1odel is con·ect. .u.s ex:£Jl.s.ined 

later) the slm·r variation of the rn.s.gnetic field at tLe nucleus Hi th pressure 

observed in this experiment does not support this prediction for iron. 

l·i"u.ch of the d.ifficul ty with the &the :mod.el arises frof.1. the aroitrary 

exclusion of all but d.irect d-d exch::mge. /my rn.cd.el that assur:tes the for::: 

of (2.14a) can accmmt for fer:co:;1agnet:Ls:m ·oy finding a positive J} but stcch 

a model· is not necessarily sensitive ":.c details that are significat:t on a:.1 
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Fig. 2.3 The Bethe curve, showing the dependence of the 
exchange interaction on R/r. (After Bozorth; source: 
ref. 27.) 
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atomic scale. ?J.rthe.r-more, recer.t calc~:..lations of the direct exc:r~anq;e 

e~1ergy bct\·rec:n 6. electrons in fe::"ro::ne..gnets 1-1i th better -vrave !'unctions !:ave 

been una!::lle to :produce either the sign or. the magnitude.of J required i'or 

this model. 28,29 This model also carwot account for the·magnetic field at 

t~'J.e nucleus I·Ti thout introducing other. electron-electron interactions of 

A. model vhich describes both the ferromagnetism and the magnetic field 

at the nucleus can be developed by not :restricting the exchange interactions 

that are considered. One such model combines Zener's30 semiem:pirical 

description of the coupling of d elect::col"~s in transition metals and the ih-

terpretation of the origin of the magne"..:.ic field at tl::.e nucleus by Freeman 

. 21 
and Watson. Although they treat different aspects of the electronic be-

·havior in iron, these t1-10 theories are quite similar ancl. con:patible. Both 

solid l2~ttice \·ri th the consequen"c deloce..lize.tion of some electro:1s into 

conduction bands. Rovever, some electrons a:-e considered to rer:::.ain in 

tightly-bound narrov bands lvhich can be treated as localized partially-

occupied 3d atomic shells. Rund' s rule :i.s assmned to apply to these local 

states, as 1-rc:ll as the rest of tr1e interactions betveen these states ar~d the 

rest of ti1e core states fourJ.d in the free atom. T1:,.ese co::ce inte::cact ions 

treated by F:::-eeman arid \-Iatson (see sub sec. ,IJ. c-i.:.). 

Zener continues by sugrresting, cont:cc.:::y to :&:the's assurn::;;tion of a 

positive J for direct exchange, that direct exchange ·oetMeen a electrons 

on different transi tiori-w .. etal atorns gi "'tes J. if ar1y > antife:rrornagn.etic: .. 
coupling. Ferromagnetic alignment of 3d elect::::-o11s a:cises) acco:2d:::.ng to 

Zene:::-, cue to a strong ferro:nagnetic exchange behr.sen the 30. electrons 

ana the conduction electrons. .A.s O.escribed by Zel!.e:!:·_~ tb.is exchange '~.·:ritl1 
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the cor:duction electrons chanc;es the relative pol)ulation of the t1w s:Qin 

states in the conduction oand. Coupling of d electrons on cliffere::.t c:cc:::-.s 

is achieved because of the nonloc.al character of the conduction states. 

'Y.ne criterion for ferromagnetism then is that the energy-lovrering achieved; 

by cou~ling to the conduction electrons exceed the energy required to chanee 
' 

the polarization of the conduction electrons and the energy of direct ex-

change. 

PJ..though this model appears to be quite crude, it can be develo:ped to 

p~edict the behn.viol' of a vrid.e range of tr;;:.nsi tion-metal systems quite 

accurately. 31,32,33 Furthermore, this indirect exchange interaction has; 

been de:"'lonstrated. to be importa~t fm: the magnetic behavior of 4f-electrcn 

rare-e&rth elements. This model also can be derived frcm the more exact 

second-order pertl.rrbation treat:nents of ferromagnetism by Kc..sc:ya 
-:J4 

and others)-> 

i-ihich are not so d.irectly connected to eJ\..'}lerimentally observable quanti ties. 

P~ stated by Zener) this iliodel suggests that the exch~~ge interaction 

prod::.<ces ch2.nges in the ·population of' the conduction-electron states of 

different spin) producing a net spin :E"c:c the conduction elect:cons. Emreve:;:-1 

such a l'eal polarization is not {.tecessary for the indirect fe::.:romagnetic 

coupling. The indirect coupling can t,e accounted. for equally Hell if the 

exchange resulted in different spc-~ti2l 11ave functions in the region of the 

core d states for conduction electrons 1Ji th different spin. Because ex-

chan,;e cour1teracts the electrostatic repulsion of the core fer cond-c.ction 

electrons vi th spin }?arc::.llel to the occupied 3d states) t:rle cl1arge d.ensi ty 

of these conduction electrons can increase 1-ri thin the core 1rith l'es}lect to that of 

cond.ucticn electrons 1ri th antiparallel spin. This phenouenon has been 

ca.lled.. ezchange :POlarization. The s::_:JilJ. couplil1g pr·oduced by exch::;;.ns;e polc..::.·i-

zatior1 C:..epend.s only on the lat"'.:;ice p"c::rio6..icity. of th.::: e:cccss pc.::.·allel-s::;;il! 

'l 
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d.er..sity st~:.bilizc.tion is ... .J. • .. oo co.::.nea. if electrons 

o.f the same spin predominate at every core. 

P. n e:x:s.ct theoretical treatrG.ent of this s:yc..tiu.2. e:-:change :yolo.:ri·zntion 

1-rould be e:;.:ceedingly complex and. could not be readily evaluated .. Fu .. rther-

more, a :real spin :polarization and exchange :polc.rizo.tio:J. c.re not rrrutuaJ.,ly 

exclusive for the conduction electrons; and. .prooably both pols.rizaticns· 

c~~ be four.d in a real ferromagnet. 'I'he importance of this suggestion, 

hcn·rever, lies in the fact that the difference in tne conduction-electron 

wave fur.ction for electronic states of different spin also p:coduces a 

Fermi contact field at the nucleus. 

Depend.e.:'lce of the spatial v:ave functions on spir~ f'or 21 un:polarized 

state is exc:.ctly vrhat Freeman c:.nd vh::.tson needed. to expl3.in the observed. 

Y .. 12..g11e-~~ic field ~t the nu.cleus. 2ecause the s states o~ tl1e iron core are 

completely filled., there is no op:porttL'lity for a rec.l s}?in pol3.rization 

of these ste:'ces.. Hm-rever} a Fer1rd. C0:1tact field can be obt;:;..ined. if the 

:::.~c:,die.l O.istribution differs beti·Teen core s states of d.ifferer"t spin. Free-

=•an 2nd \h:.tson demonstrated that; by mixing 3d. character into col~e stc.tes 

such c.s the 2s st3.tes v.rith spin parallel to that of the unpaired. 3d electrons; 

exchange expand.s the spatial distributiol1 of these electrons i-Ti th respect 

to the 2s electrons of the oppo.si te spin.\: Such en expansion lm·rers the 

parallel-spin d.ensi ty at the nucleus i-Ti th res:pect to the antiparallel-spin 

density, producing a net antiparallel rr:.agnetic field .. In genel~al, exchange 

exp::cnds (contracts) the parallel-s:pin d.ensi ty of states i·:bose ave:r·age 

rsd.ius is smaller (greater) than the 3d aveJ:\lge radius. This lmrers (re.ises) 

spin d.ensi ty 1 resulting in a net negative (rosi ti vs) ~<,:::T~:d cor..t2.ct mag:'letic 

.. 
l 

ti 
lj 
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field .. .L:.cccrding to some roug!1 ·::.stimo.tes by FreemM z.nd. 1-latson; ls ;;.nd.· 

2s elec·~rons in a...'1 iron cere prod1.:ce a field. of the order of -300 kG <:.t 

the iron nucleus. · The sign and magnitude of the field due to 3s electrc:r-"s, 
.\ 

are subject to question, ;.rhile polarization o:f the conduction electrons r::cy 

result in e. positive field. of tha order of 60 kG. 

large core polarization field. ov~r otLer contributions explQ.ins the large 

negative field. observed at the nucleus. 

5. ~·lc,.gr;etic Field at the l~ucleu.s in IYor- end. the Effect of Press1..tre 

Those interactions ivhich are thouGh to be most impo:rtQ.nt for und.er-

st~'1ding the magnetic field at the nucleus in a ferromagnet have been 

develo};led in the };lreceding sec"'cions. In this .section, the effect of pressure 

on the !Y!.agne·tic · field. the nucleus is discussed with res}?sct to the 

utility of using H(O) to study the pressure depenclence of bL:.lk }Jrcperties 

Attention vill be focused. on relationships bet1v-een B:( 0) 

ar.d the exch8.11ge coupling; J of ( 2 .11~~'·). 

The to"cal magnetic field. at the Pe57 nucleus in iron rc.ets.l c2.n be 

represented as a combination of three important ter.ms: 

H(O) = H core 
..- IL ( < S. >) + :i:I , ( < S. >, V), u. ~ cona. l 

< S. > is the average CO,!l~iOD.ent Of the spin per atom 8. 
~ l 

direction o~ magnetization~ and V is the .volume of the solid. 
' 

dence of !:I( 0) on these variables is d.iscussed in this section. 

(2.15) 

T:C .. e dcpen-

'Ihe terr::. 

.u is the large negs.ti ve Fer;!li contact contribution of the core elec-
core 

trans. This I ... ield arises prim:::.rily from exchange polcirization of core s 

states. The magnitude of the ezchange polarizo.tion of the co::.'e electro11.s 

C.eper..ds on the .spin of the 3d elec"cl'Ol:..s c:.~:..d. the overlap of these 3d. stste2 

vith other core states. :Because of th0 suall spatial extent o::" tl1.ese co::.'c 
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nearly i:'1de:pend.ent of volume over tile range;: of this ex:peri.mcnt. Thosed 

states :res:ponsi~le for the local rr,a&'1etic moment also· can be considered 

core ste:ces 1-rith respect to compression; and H aces not de:pend stro~sly 
core 

on volDYr.e. The 3d electrons also make a positive contribution to tile rr.ag-

netic field at the nucleus due .to the unquenched orbital ~ngular momentwn 

and dipole-dipole interactions. To the extent that these d electron states 

are core like, this c;ontribution Hcl also is only i-Teakly dependent on vol-

-,.J.;ne. 

The term H , i.,· the Fermi contact contribution due to uolarization cona ~ - · 

of tile conduction electrons. Tl1is is s~~e polarization as that used 

by Zener to describe the ferrorf:.agnetic coupl~g of the lccal spins; but 

this interaction is '1-rith the nuclea.r cha:-ge distribution instead o:.t"' the 

electronic charge density. Unlike the fi:cst t':·.ro te:cr.1s) li _ proba1)ly · ccna 
·~ 

r 

I 
I 

has a st:::ong volu.me dependence 'because conduction-electron states e):teLd 

throug110ut the solid. Because of this extens·ion 1 the bull<: co:;-npressi'bility 

of the conduction-electron density pro·oa'bly is of the order of the com-

pressibility of the lattice. Hm,rever; it may not be uniform on an ato:.r;-:ic 

scale throughout a unit .cell. Tbe variation of the conduction 
I 

electron density at the nucleus may be small for an appreciable change L~ 

the volurrre of the lattice. In the absence of ot~1er effects 1 an increased 

conO.uction-electron density at the nucleus' due to cor::pression of the 

latt~ce results in an increased 
.. , 
l1. ... 

CODG. 
Hmvever, compression of the con-

duction-electron density with respect to an approximately unchanged. core:-

electron density can reduce the effectiveness of the core ezchane;e :polari-

zation of conduction-elec~cron states. Such a cl'1D .. nge il1 

the conductior.L-electron polariza:t.ioil ec:.sily can do1ni11ate the effect o:I.'"' 7;he 

increased conduction-electron density at the nucleus. Tl1is results in c. 
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net decrease in the magnitude of the conduction-electron contribution to 

·the mag.>J.et:i.c field at the nucleus. Such a decrease is observed upon 

c Olr .. pre s r; ::.on of iron . 

Variation of Hcond at constant temperature is related to the volu:rne 

depsnC.ence of that part of the ferromagnetic coupling due to exchange 

polarization of the conduction electrons in Zener's model. Of the energy 

term.s Zener considers, this may be the most sensitive to the volume of 

the lattice; evaluation of this relationship would be a useful test of 

the Zener model• Unfortunately, this ca."lnot be evaluated without knovr-

ledge of both the magnitude of H d a..'ld the compressibil.ity of the con 

conduction-~lectron density at the nucleus ·i-rith respect to the compressi-

bility of this density throughout the volume of the core states. Knowledge 

oi the electronic wave :functions throughout the core is needed to eva.l"J.ate 

this r~lationship, but these functions are not knmm. Only the ap:prox:L"ilate 

cof:j_pa1·ison of the pressure dependence of the chemical shift ~orith respect 

to the bulle compressibility of the lattice is available to test this rela-

tionship. Furthermore} the ma.gnitude of H _ is not available at the 
cona. 

present time, and theoretical evaluation of this relation is too difficult 

to be of use. 

' There is another experiment that might be performed to test this 

interpretation. The magnetic field at a nonmagnetic nontransition-e.lement 

ll~purity in iron would arise solely from the exch~>J.ge polarization i~ter-

action, as direct exchange would be prohibited. If this is the correct 

interpretation of the coupling to the impurity and if Hcond is proportional 

to the polarization of the conduction el~ctrons, the pressure dependence 

of the two fields should be the sa.11e'. Such an experiment has not yet' 

been performed, to the author 1 s knoidedge. 

II 
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P~l three contributions (2.15) to the magnetic field at the nucleus 

are linear with respect 'to the spin localized at a lattice site at a given 

temperature and :pressure' in the theoretical limit that 'all local magnetic 

moments F...re aligned in :parallel in a ferromagnet. Hovrever ,1 thermal :processes 

reduce the degree of :parallel aligrnnent of spins at finite temperatures. On . 

· a bulk scale this reduction is observed in the reduction of the saturation 

mc.gnetization a, 'tvhich is proportional to < S. >, with increasing ter:Il)erature. 
. l 

T:."lis phenomenon can be treated que.ntum mechc:.nically at temperatures lm·r wi tn 

respect to the Curie temperature in terms of·excitations ·of spin \-Taves, col~ec-

ti ve modes of oscillation of· the component of the localized moment c.long the 

direction of magnetization. The reduction of the saturation magnetization in 

the loH temperature region is 'linear in (T/S. J)3/ 2 , vrhere T is the absolute 
. l. 

teml)erature. The variation of a with pressure at constant Si and T measures 

the variation of J directly. 

Frequencies characteristic of spin •nves· are high with respect to uH/h, 

and the magnetic field seen by the nucleus. also 1vill be reduced by spin 1-rave 

excitation. 'E'1e correspondence between the temperature dependence of H(O) and 

cr has been observed in an experiment on Fe57 in iron by Nagle et a1.
8 

T:'1ere-

fore, it appears that J can be d.etermined from the temperature dependence of 

--( 0) .h\' • Hm.rever, the coupling of the saturation magnetization to the nucleus 

depends on both th~ volume and the temperature. 35' 7 The changes in the r.J.ag-

w:o-tic properties vri th temperature and press'ure observed near room temperature 

s.re the same order of magnitud.e as the compressibility and .thermal e;....":J?ansivity 

of the iron lattice. Thus the mG.gnetic properties must be studied over a 

l·iide range of experimental conditions in order that less obvious contributions 

to H( 0) are not masked. As Eenedek and Armstrong demonstrated.} 35 the ];Jressure 

a..'1d temperature derivatives of f:I(O) must be corrected for the dependence of 
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the coupling of the conduction electrons to the nucle1,1s on the volu1ne and 

on the energy of .the Fermi surface to obtain the pressure dependence of the 

saturation magnetization. The present experiment suggests that tr.e volmne 

dependence extends to very high pressures. Therefore, additional eA~eriments 

are needed to determine the pressure dependence of J accurately. 

D. . Phases of Iron 
. 36 

Kaufman et al. recently reviewed the phase diagr&~ of iron metal at 

temperatures up to 1200°K and pressures as high as 150 kbar. Eelovr 100 kb~ 

only two structural phases are fo~~d in ~his temperature region: the body-: 

centered·cubic a. phase and, at high temperatures, the face-centered cubic : 

y phase. The a.-y phase boundary has been determined to 100 kbex by static 

:high-pressure techniques;· hm-rever, no reliable static data are available fer 

this boundary above 100 kbar. 

At 1 atm, the Curie temperature of iron is approximately 1070°K in the 

a. phase. Patrick37 could. not observe any' change vrithin ± 1 °K in the cm~ie 

temperature with pressure. to 1 kbar.' If this transition is :purely second-

order and is nearly temperature-independent, the joining of the Curie transi-

tion and the a.-r phase transition might account for an apparent change in 

21 
the slope of the a.-r phase boundary near 1050°K and 20 kba1~. 

At room temperature, ~ phase transition has ~een observed by both 

static and dynamic.high-pressure techniqu~s at a pressure in excess of 100 

kbar. 3S, 39 Observation of this phase bounda:r"J by dyna.TUic :high-pressm~e 

techniques indicates that the coru1ection to the a.-y phase bounda=y is not 

smooth. 40 Johnson et al. · · have suggested that this is ·a nev phase, vrhic:h 

they called the x phase. Although a sharp a.-x phase transition is observed 

at 131 kbar in dynamic 'high-pressure '.Hork, · "\::YPically 50 kba.r of su2_)er-

pressuring is necessary to ·complete the transition in static Hork. Recen"c 
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- . b. h .. .J. t d. LJ.l . ' . .:. . ...h. . .._, , . , oynar.;.J.c _J.g_!-pressure resJ.s~.~ance s u 1es 1na1ca~.~e ~. a1; ~..ne n1Gn-pressure 

;;hase :j;s the same as that obtained by static methods. In some x.-ro.y dif:'rac
. 42 

tion experiments on iron in this pressure range, Lavrson a."ld Ja.m.ieson obtained, 

in addition to the a.-iron lines, one line suggesting that the structure of the 

nev phase was hexagonal close packed. 

T'.ne sensitivity of the l.fossbauer spectrum to the structural r;:nvircn-"T.ent 

of the nucleus has been demonstrated m~~ times. Because the spectr~~ is an 

atomic-scale phenomenon, the presence of two phases in the sample results ~n 

two distinct, although possibly overlapping, spectra. In a hig~-temperature 

e:>..'}leriment vri th Fe 57 in iron, Preston et al. 9 detected the a.-y phase transi-

tion by a.discontinuity in the chemical shift as a f~~ction of pressure. P~-

though this type of Mossbauer spectros.copy may require highly precise enex-gy 

measurement, the Mossbauer spectrwa of iron at high pressures can be used to 

search for the existence and characterization of the x phase. 

\ 
! 
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III. DETAILS OF THE EXPERD1ENT 

A. High-Pressure Techniques 

.In designing an experimental apparatus for. a high-pressure Fe57 

Mossbauer eA.'J?eriment, the low energy of the Mossbauer radiation a..YJ.d the 

correspondingly high attenuation of this radiation by the walls of the 

pressure chamber are problems of major importance. The proximity of an 

intense x ray at 8 keV and the high intensity of the 123-keV gamma radiation 

set a lovrer limit on the intensity of the 14-keV Moss bauer y ray that can 

be discriminated by the detection equipment. A rough eA.'J?eriment demon-

strated that 14-keV radiation is attenuated about 50% in.passing tr~ough 

0.030 in. of. compacted pyrophyllite at 1 a.tm. As this attenuation should 

increase With pressure, it is impractical to a·ttempt to pass the radiation 

through the vrall of the pressure chamber more than once. The emitting 

nucleus .~ust be contained at high pressures. 

To obtain the maximum intensity of radiation from the pressurized 

sample, it also is necessary to maximize the area of the pressure chamber 

through 1-rhich radiation can be emitted, vrhile minimizing the thic:•ness, of 

material through which the y radiation passes between the enlitting nucleus 

and. the detection equilhllent. A set of Bridgman anvils,. as modified. by 

Jura et al., 43 was used in this experiment for this reason. The anvils 

vrere made viith Ke.nnametal Kll-grade tungsten carbides having a 0.250-in. 

face diameter in order to' obtain pressures as ·high as possible. 

A ring of pyrophyllite was used .to contain the sample at high pressures. 

A py.rophylli te ring, 0.010 .in. in height vri th an internal diameter of 

0.188 in. can contain a disk of iron, 0.175 in. in dia.r:1eter and 0.00~( ;~ ..... .LJ.. 

high. The y radiation must pass through only Oo031 in. of py..rophyllite in 

this geometry.· To increase the friction between ring and anvils) the ring 
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was coated l·Tith Fe
2
o
3

• ·The F~57 contained in this oxide is an ad.ditional 

soUl~ce of possible strong attenua~ion of the 14-keV radiation which could 

distort the spectrum. by resonant scattering of the recoilless radiation. 

Thus, iron oxide e~iched to 99-7% in Fe56 (obtained from the Oak Ridge 
\ . ' \ .. 

National Laboratory) was us~d to coat the ring. The-stated content of Fe57 

was 0.1 ± 0.05%. 

B. Sample 

For simplicity, the sample was a disk of iron0.175· in. in diameter 

and 0.007 in. thick onto which co57 was electroplated as the source of the 

14-keV radiation. To minimize self-absorption of the radiation 1Vi thin the· 

disk, iron enriched.t6 99~7 ± 0.1% inFe56 from the batch of' iron oxide 

. '. 

used to coat the ring, was used. The stated chemical impurities were 0.02% 

manganese and a trace (less than 0.05%) of silicon. 

On the first sample prepared, 10 millicuries of Co57 i·ras electroplated 

onto the iron disk by Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation. The 

cobalt was pla:ted near the edge of one of the circular faces of the d·isl'~. 

The sample vras annealed at 1000°C in a hydrog~n atmosphere for t...,ro hours 

' to permit the cabal t to diffuse into the iron. W'nen this sample -vras placed 

in t:.:.e Bridgma...'1 anvils, it was impossible to detect the 14-keV radiatio::l 

through the ring. Further annealing for four hours at l000°C in hydrogen 

did not increase the intensity of' the 14-keV radiation observed outside 
' 

the anvils. Apparently this was due to severe attenuation of the 14-keV 

radiation by the iron metal. In fact, it was found that simply turning 

the plated face of the iron disk aivay from the detector would make the 

14-keV radiation disappear. 

A second sa...~ple was prepared in 
' -7 

a similar mam1er except that the Co)' 

. i>ras electroplated on the 0.007 in. face along one-half' of the circu.!J.fe;:ence 

of the disk. Only about six-tenths of the &ilount of Co57 used in the firzt 

"'- .. 
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sa.-nple •ra.s used in this case. The sample was annealed in a hyO.rogen a.trr:os-

phere at 1000°C for two hours. This change of geometry resulted in a 

14-keV peak which could be resolved clearly even after transmission 

through the pyrophyllite ring and absorbing foil. 

Eetween the times at which the first and second samples were pre

pared,· the a."llount of co57-·p-er "millicurie". supplied by the vendor was 

changed. On the newer scale, the second sample contained 4 millicuries. . . 

For a 270-day hair-life, the amount of Co 57 corresponding to 4 milli-

Ci.tries, distributed evenly throughout the iron vrithin 0.005 · i.YJ.. from the 

edge of the disk onto which it was electroplated, gives a cobalt con-

· centration of 0. 05 atom percent. 

C. Pressure Scale 

The anvils were loaded by a 200-ton-capacity press. The load >>as 

transmitted to the anvils tl-Jioug..1. a calibra-t:ed strain-gauge load cell o:t' 

200-ton capacity. The load cell was used both to set and to monitor ti1c 

load on the anvils. During any run the average pressure on the 0.250-in. 

dia.'lleter flat could be held constant wit:1in less than 2 kbar. 

No information is available about the distribution of pressure in an 

iron disk in this geometry, so pressures reported are average pressures 

on the anvil face. Experience in this geometry vrith silver chloride as 

a pressure medium~4 indicates that only a~out 82% of the area o:t' tl1e anvil 

face is load-bearing, and the average pressure on the disk is about 20% 

higher than the average pressure on the anvil face. Neither iron nor 

silver chloride is a hydrostatic-pressure medium, and pressure is not 

uniformly distributed across the load-bearing area.· In silver chloride; 

the actual pressure was found to be highest· at the interface '..rith the 

__ pyrophyllite ring. Because 14-keV radiation is attenuated severely by 



iron r.1etal, mos't of the radiation detected comes :from the reg;i.on of the 

iron-ring interface, so the ~ctua1'pressure at the Fe~7 nucleus·rr..ay be 
/ 

.! 

considerably higher than ·the average pressure on the anvil face. In 

future experiments the uncertainty in tp.e pressure car.. be redu.ced by re-

pl~cing the solid metal disk with a circular section :from the circum-

ference a."'ld filling most of the volume with a ivell-studied pressure 

D. Spectrometer 

1. Mechanical Assembly 

_ The y-ray spectroscopy ioTas 'Perf'ormed at the absorber. Tvro modes of 

operation are co1nmonly used in !Jfossbauer spectroscopy: constant-velocity-

drive spectrometers and loudspeaker, or velocity-s-vreep, spectrometers. By .. 

using a constant-velocity-drive·spectrometer, the inteJ:!.sity of radiation 

transm,ttted in a fixed time interval through an absorber moving at constant 

velocity is measured at a number of'velocities in the range of ·the spectrum. 

_4Ster correcting for changes in the intensity of radiation incident on the. 

absorber due to decay_ and geometrical shifts in the sample, a cor:1plete 

s:;:>ectru.."!l may be obtained. This method has the distinct advantage that 

velocities are easily meas'ured accurately. The velocity range niay be 

rr..ade as narrow as. desired by appropriate collimation, giving Quite high 

energy resolution. 
\ 
! 

A significant disadvantage of a constant-velocity spectrometer is tl1e 

necessity of correctionsfor.changes in th~ intensity of emitted radiation 

reaching th:= absorber. This is particularly annoying \-Then gradual changes 

occur in the geometry o:f the source. 'rhis is a major problem at rdgb 

pressures as a result of material fatigue and creep in tl-:.e anvils 2.nd 

sa·.rrple. This effect was quite noticeable in trying to elucid2.t2 th2 

structure of the spectru..il in the earlier exper:i.:"l1·3nt lvi"ch Dyl6l. 

I 
I 
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A second disadvantage, of lesser importance·, of this spectrometer was· 

difficulty observ~d in t:he'ny161 experiment in maintaining a stable ve-

locity at very low velocities. This purely mechanical·lirr..itation arises frotn 
:~. 

the difficulty of operating the spectrometer with th~~.large reducing · ., · , .. · 

gears and/or the low motor speeds needed to achieve low~velocity motion. For 
I 
t 

these reasons,. it was decided to develop a loudspealter technique for Nossbauei:r: 

spectroscopy on samples atvery high pressures. It was felt that, after es-

tablishing the shape of the spectra at high pressures, experiments using a 

constant-velocity spectrometer could be performed if more precise inf~rmation 

about particul~ energy shifts was desired. 

The loudspeaker type of spectrometer operates by generating a voltage 

pulse proportional to the velocity .of the absorbing foil relative to the 

anvils which contain the source whenever radiation transmitted through the 

absorber is detected. For thi's experiment, only transmitted. 14-keV radia-

tion is .. used ·as the electronic trigger instructing the spectrometer to 11read 11 

the velocity of the.absorber. The pUlses generated by the absorber are 

analyzed and stored in a 400-channel pulse-height analyzer. This gives a 

spectru.-n of intensity of radiation transmitted. (number of counts) in a given 

velocity range (per channel). The spectrum has to be normalized for differences 

in the amount of time spent in different velocity ranges, because a sinusoidal 

drive is used, and for variations in channel width. The normalization is ob

tained by counting with the detector moved to a position at which the incident 

radiation does not pass through the absorber. A block diagram of the spectro-

meter is shovm in Fig. 3.1. The. spectrometer is a modification of the low-
4-

temperature spectrometer developed by Shirley et al. at this Laboratory. ) 

The moving assembly of the spectrome~er con~ists of three parts: the 

absorber, the velocity transducer~ and a voice coil. This assembly is 

suspended by six0.005-in.-diameter beryllium copper wires, vhose lengths 
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are adjustable. These ivires are attached to fixed supports by strips of 

0. 020 in. -thick clock-spring steel. · This support system allo,rs. both· for 

aligr ... ·nent of the moving assemply and for adjustment of the tension.. 'J;'here-: 

fore the reson~~t frequency of the mechanical system can be adjusted. The 

total vreight of the assembly is about 50 g. The assembly is q_uite sensi-

tive to vibration in the laboratory. For this reason this experim8nt had 

to be conducted at night. a:nd during weekends when ·nO other work vras in 

progress, to minimize the distortion that random vibrations ivould contri:.. 

bute to the time-average motion of· the spectrometer. 

The absorber used in this experiment 'Was a stainless steel foil that 

vras made with iron enriched to 91.19 ± 0.05% Fe57 . The gross chemical 

composition of the foil was 9.6 ± 0.2'~ nickel, 18.4 ± 0.2% chron1iurn., 

0.15 ± 0.1% carbon·, and 71.8 ± 0.2% iron. The components vrere melted at 

about .. l500°C in vacuum in an induction furnaceJ and the melt was q_uenched. 

rapidly to room temperature. After heating the steel for one hour at 

1000°C to permit homogenization, the button of steel obtained did not 

appear to notice the presence of a small permanent magnet. Alternately, 

the steel was rolled and annealed at 1000°C in a vaculli~ until a foil 

0.0007 ± 0.0001 in .. thickioras obtained. A 1-in.-diam.eter section of this 

foil, vhich w·as without holes or major defects, was mounted for use as 

the absorber. 

In th:: spectrometer the absorber mount is connected by a 2 -in. -',.;ide 

alum.inmn yoke to the velocity transducer and v-oice coil. This arrange-

ment permits a N~I(Tl) scintilration detector to be placed in line 1-1ith 

the radiation transmitted through the foil~ ivithout int,::rfering vith the 

::r.otion of the foil. A Sanborn model 6LV1 t:cansducer is used to measure 

the velocity of the absorber. This unit consists of a :permanent magnet 
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0.197 in. in di&~eter.and 3.50 in. long moving inside a 5-in.-long sole-

noid. The solenoid is n;.ounted in a fixed position idth respect to t:'1e 

press and is shielded from external fields. The magnet is used as the 

axle of the moving assembly and is the only connecting member be;t"'reen the 

voice coil ar.d the absorber. Therefore tbe motion of the transducer is. 

that com.mon to the entire moving assembly relative to the radiation source . 

. The output of the transducer is linear l·tithin lrfo over more than l in. of 

travel; i·Thich is. many t:ilnes th.e dista."lce that the assembly moves. The 

electrical output from the transducer is a:apli.fied vith a Kintel model lll 

" and applied to the input of the v~locity-to-pulse-hei~~t con-

verter. 

The voice coil consists of about 70 turns of copper i·Tire mounted. on 

a rigid fiberglass cone. The coil fits between the pole pieces of acyl-

indrical perrn.a.."1ent magnet that procluces a field of about 3000 G. Tl1e coil 

is driven through a maJcching transformer vith the output of a Krolm-Eite 

. model l.:-46 stable-araplitude oscillator ·.vhic;h has a rated shOJ.~t-term output 

stability of 0: Ol%. The spectrometer rras driven at 15.0 cps for this 

experilnent; 1.;rhich was · q_uite close to the mechanical resonance of the 

apparatus. The mechanical assembly is pictured in Figs. 3.2; 3.3, and 3.~-. 

2. Electronics 

~·te electronics associated with the spectrometer serve three pur-

poses: to detect the 14-keV radiation, to use this radiation to geneYate 

an L1ter.sity-vs-energy spectrum, and to record the spectrum. The y-ray 

detection eq_uipment used is standard laboratory counting eq_ui1xaent. A 

Nai(Tl) scintillation crystal l in. in diameter and l nun thick ( ootained 

f:;om the Earshmr Chemical Company) is used to detect the radiation. The 

crystal is rc.ountecl on the face of a DuNon~ 5292 phototube, selected for 

This arranger:1.8n't allmrs the crystal to be . . ..., 

l.Il::-38I""'C0C 
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Fig. 3.2 The drive capsule viewed from the absorber end. 
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ZN -3838 

Fig. 3.3 Rear view of the drive capsule with the permanent 
magnet removed, shown together with the mold on which 
the loudspeaker cone was fabricated. 
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ZN-3840 

Fig. 3.4 The permanent magnet for the drive capsule during 
assembly. 
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8.:::~-:.i::.d the aosorber foil at an 2.n.gle of about 45 deg to the ir:c icier,-c 

re.d i at i_on . 

I 'he phototube output is a:r.pli:f·ied oy using a Model VI linear e.Y:',pli -

fie:::- (LRL 3X9494) operat ing in a dou'b l c - de l ay cli?ping r::oG.e to r:1 i nir:1ize 

c.:~:?l ifier d istortion C.ue to 8Jilplifier overload. Tne a,r,:plii'ier c.nc :p:C:o<:.o -

t'Ccbe are operated such that the noise level corresponds to ·r -ray energies 

so:ne1vnat lo·,rer th&.'1 the iron 8 - l<e:V x ray. 'I'he amplifier output feeds a 

sinGle - chaw"lel analyzer and pulse - eate generator (LRL 4X6953) . This 

gc;~1e l·at es an 18 -V positive sq_uare })Ulse for each i nput pulse pass ing th·= 

si:'lgl e - c:han..."lel analyzer. This analyzer is se"c to pass tne 14 - keV y - ray . 

I 
:;_:Jcalc. .11.:tte r passing through a. 2 -JJ.S ·e c de l ay line terminated by a cathode 

:f'ollo'lrer, the sg_uar e pulse serves to info1·m t he velocity- to - pulse - heig:C::t 

co:::verter of the detection of a transmitted. 14 -keV photo~! . 

Tl".E: v.:::locity-to-:pulse - height conve rter (LEL - 4Y.)I02l) is a b locked 

l:!::1ear a:J!pl i:::'ier in vhich the pulse from the :: inglr.:: - channel ane.lyzer is 

us2d. to ur:.'ulock the a::1plif ier fol' l lJ.Sec . vlith no inp:1t to the ac·r.l;lifie r 1 

; e ::ers.teC. by the conve:rter to serve as the: zero -velocity base lir.e . The 

volta.;e fror.1 the velocity trc:_n.sCi'..lCer is aq.ded to thi s base vol-o;:,age so tLac;; 

al2. velocit ies are represented >.Jith a pos itive - goir~,; pulse . The zero -

velocity bas e voltage is adjusta~le over a 10-V range and the tlo2ked 

a::;:plifie r i_s linear over a 20-V range . 

::iJ. l se voltages cor::.cesponding to d iffc:::e-nt Yelocity ral1g·~s . A Vic-.:.o:::een 

:r.ode 2. STSOOI·i pulse - height analyzer vras used iD this exp.::::c :L:t:ent 2..3 s. ~.oo -

cha:::me::.. analyzer . The analyzer 1-re.s mod ified to ac:cept a lJOSi";; i ve 10-V 
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inverter amplifier. Because the analyzer meaaures the sum of tl:e base 

level generated by the velocity-to-pulse-height conve.rter and the out-

p~t of the velocity transducer, the spectrum is sensitive to shifts in. 

the. re~erence leve~ of the velocity-to-pulse-height conve~cer. ~vo 

factors are found to contribute appreciably to such shifts in theconvertcr. 

These are poorly regulated·dc supply voltages ~~d IR losses due to appre-

ciable power drains at the output emitter-follovrer stage of the converter 

at high counting rates. Any de ripple in the base line is reduced to 

less th~~ 2 mV by use of a Zener~diode-regulated transistorized power 

supply .. Experilnentally, it is observed that average counting rates beloi·T 

10 kc produce negligible pow·er drainj thus,, the ·counting rate is :r.-.ai.."ltai.r.ed 

in this range. As ·a further precaution, all of the electron:::.cs are po>-rered. 

from a cornm.on 117-V regulated a.c pcMer supply to reduce the re[i;-ulation re-

q_uirer!}ents placed on the individual components. 

To test the stability of the spectrometer, the output of the Kintel 

a..'Tlplifier is monitored by a Tektronix Type Z differenticl prea.'nplifier 

and a Tektronix Type 535 oscilloscope. This permits the ai.plitude of "che 

velocity oscillations to be controlled to lvithin 0.21->, assmning t:ne gain 

of the Kintel a.'T.plifier to be constant "Yiith. time. 
46 In his work; Shirley 

has found this to be a .good ass:umption. As the pulse-heigl1t analyzer also 

\ 

measures the :oeak-to-peak amplitude of oscillation in terms of the velocity 

range 1 the oscilloscope and analyzer serve to cross-check the be:navior 

of the electronics. 

3. Calibration 

Because of the great number of variables involved in the conversion 

of the velocity spectruril to electrical 1-raveforms, it vras r;.s·cessal-y to 

:provide a calib:cation for the spectrometer. The most direct calibratior1 

I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 



t11at could ·"be used vras .the 1-atn: ·rviCissbc..uer spectru.."'Tl of Fa 57 in irot'1. 1'D.e 

spectrum obtained is sho1m in Fig. 3. 5. The fine structure of the iron 

spectrum vas spread over more than 200 channels while the velocity rar:..;;e. 

used extended over more than 390 channels, in order to minira.ize . any clis-

tortion due to variations in th-a amplitude of oscill8.tion. As it proved 

desirable to average the nor-malized data on ten adjacent ch&~~els to 

smootl;. out the high-pressure s:pactraJ the sa::ne averaging p:o.-ocess 1-ras used 

here. This ave~aging made the spectru.:.-n less sensitive to fluctuations in 

individual channels; hoi-rever., because of the large line 1·Tidth, presw::.ably 

due to the high concentration of Fe 51 in the absorber, the spectrum l·res 

. not distorted appreciably ... ...... ,. ' 
1ili~ch the value. of 10.64 rn.:·n/sec given by Dash 

hT . . 
et al. · for the splitting of the outer lines, vThich vere separated by 

i68 :t 2 channels, the ividth of one channel \·las determined to ·De 0.063 ± 

0.001 .'f!l'vr./sec (0.302 ± 0.005· X io-8 
eV). The apparent line half-vidth at 

' 

was 0.82 ± 0.01 rriln/sec (3.9 ± 0.3 x 10-
8 

eV). In this 

t.D.e statistical accuracy in the intensity at each channel 'l·ras ± 0.37~ of 

full scale. 

Because of the overlap of the broad lines, it ivas necessary to separate 

the contributions of the different lines i-rhere they contributed to a CO!ZfLOn 

chan.nel, in order to locate the position of the lines .. For the 1-atm 

spectrum, this vras accomplished by locating the ma.xir;n .. un absorption fo::t tne 

most intense outside line and by constructing a syrnmetric ubsorption line 

around tl--.is chw..nel. The contrj.bution of this line to channels shared 

\·lith the adjacent line· could then be subtl~acted·. 'Ihe line ~.;jdth was fixed 

by the absorber and was the sa11e for all lines. Thus) becat.:.se no :::o:::-e 

than ti-ro lines contributed to any one char .... 'J.el) the separation vas aci'lieved. 

easily. The quality of this separat:.on coulC. be tested by the :::.'.Jility to 

; 
• I 

l 

I 
I 
f 
i 
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MU-31354 

Fig. 3.5 The 1-atm Mossbauer spectrum of Fe 57 in metallic 
iron used to calibrate the spectrometer. The statistical 
error is indicated every tenth channel. The solid lines 
indicate the positions and intensities of the absorptions. 
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acco·u.nt :f'or the spectrum near zero velocity by vrorldng in'liard from both 

extren;.e:s independently; the fit i·Tas q_uite good. A les~ sensitive test 

v.ras the agreement of the intensities \vith the theoretical 3:2:1 ratio. 

This agreement was fair, a.."ld the differences could be attributc::C. to 

saturation of the absorber. 

A similar procedure w-as used to analyze the spectra obtained at 

high :pressures except that, because of reduced intensities, it i·ras d.if:'i-

cult to locate the lveak center lines with high precision. The location 

of these lines iva.s not necessary to obtain the chemical shift .or the 

par~ceters of the fine-structure s:plittings. Having located the posi-

tions of the four outer lines, the che:nical shift V and -'che magnetic A . . c 
, , . I 

a:'i.d q,uadru:pole B splitti.."1.g :parrunaters [see·(2.7) to (2.10)] l·rere calculated 

frorr~ 

v = 1/4 (Vl + v2 + v? + V4}, (3.1) c ..) 

A = 1/5.4~ (v 6 - v 1)·, ( 3.2) 

B 1/l~ (vl + v6 - v2 - v 5), . ( 3.3) 

· I·Tl'.~.ere V 
1 

denotes the position of the ith line, higher nmnbers referring 

tc lo~·rer-energy transitions. 
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.I rv . RESULTS OBTATI'JED FROM 'THE EXPERil'I)EJ:Y..C 

. CU'ter the' spectrom-eter had b~en calibrated, the sample i·ras pres-

surized and spectra were obtained at loads ·of 50, 60, 90, 105, 120 a:1d 

140 kbar. An attempt 1-ras made to obtain the 1\~ossbauer spectrur[, of iron 

at 160 kbar, but no absorption more intense tha.'1 the statistical error 

of 0. 5'/a per chan."lel \vas observed. Failure to observe the s:pec-'crum at a 

load of 160 kbar vras ~ot due to the disappearance of recoilless radiation 

emitted at this :pressure. Rather it could be attributed to a gradual 

loss of the intensity of the recoilless 14-keV radiation passing thr9ugh 

th~ v!alls of the pl"essure chamber. This is evidenced by the gradual loss 

of intensity of the absorption ,lJe~ks from 13~b absorption for the uncove1·eG. 

sample a•c l atm to nearly 2r(o absorption at 140 kbar. If de.creas ing in-

tensity of the recoilless 14-keV radiation '\·Tas the only :problem, it 

sho·u.ld. have been :possible to o1Jserve the Hcissbauer spectrum by goi:1g to 

longer counting :periods. However, 'a reasonable amo1.4nt of higher energy 

radiation alJpeared e-lectronically in the 14-keV region. This became 

dominant as the attenuation of th·::: recoilless radiation increased due to 

the clos:.ngof the anvils and the increased density of the pyrophyllite. 

For the same reason, it vas im:possible to obtain an estimate of the change 

of the recoil-free fraction with pressure:. 

\tlhen the pressure was rert,oved the sample and anvils i·rere examin.:::d 

for evidence of' a blo1vout. The .impression of the sa·cr..ple on the anvil 

fa'ces indicated that the anvils had been 1-rell centered and the sample 

vrell aligned. No cracks were discovered in the carbides. The s:pect:~,::l: 

1-ras rerun after the sample had been at l atm for one vc:el~; and 1·ras found 

in good agreement with the l atm spectrum obtained before compression. 
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During the first high-pres::;ure runJ the sample had been neld. at 

high pressures for m;arly 16 days. It 1-ras decided that ·a spec"~rurr, r;,i£{:.1t 

be obtained at a load higher than :i.n the first run in a quick ru:1 tbat 

ir.volved going directly to a. pressure of .the order of 100 kbar. 

set o:f.' anvils ivas used. It was thought that. by reducing the tim,_;; that 

the anvils spent at loi-rer pressures 1 the amount of creep and deformation 

might be reduced 1 . and a spectrum in the 150-kbar pressure ran[:;e :night -be 

observed. The 100-kba:r;/spectrum shmre:d. agreement \·lith the corresponding 

s}?ectra of the first run; hmreverJ t.he intensity of the spectrJ.m i·Tas 

redUced. No absor-ption l:i.nes more intense than the statistical error of 

0. 5% 1-rere found in a Lf8-hour co'J.nting period at 150 kbar. Failure of 

this atten1pt was attriabuted to flo1.-r of the sam1)le during both presst:t:ciza-

tions 1 ·.-thich moved some of the activity from the edge to a region fror:: 

lvhich .. it could not be detected outside the anvils. It 1-1ould be n3cessary 

to prepa:c-e a more active sa.11ple in order to observe the spectru:rn at th,::se 

}?ressures. 

In th2 :first run 1 detailed sp:.::ctra \·Tere observed at pressures of 50> 

60, 90 > 105 1 120 and ll~O kbar. . 'l'hese spectra are shovm in Figs . l~ .1 

t.hrougl1. lt.6. The average statistica.l error 1x::r channel in the intensity 

is indicated in tl1ese S:f>2ctra. 

i:"L the 90 kbar spectru;n to ±0.5j~ of :Cull. scale in the 120- and 140-}:bar 

s:pectra. L'1 the hi.gt.i.er-pressure spectra.; the statistical error bec.s..n1e a 

significant fraction of the total intensity of the. absorption inter:sit~r 

T':'le agreerrreht beti·reen the observed a11d theo1·etical 3:2: l ratio of inter..-

sities in tf.tese spectra 1-1as not so good as at lo\·rer ·pl,...essllre·. 

Ti:1e spectra observed at :9ressure up to 120 kbal' consisted of s1x 

lines chara~teristic of Fe 57 j_n ferro1::agnet~LC c:.-iron. 
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Fig. 4.1 The Mossbauer spectrum of Fe 
57 

in metallic iron at 
50 kbar. The solid lines indicate the positions of the 
absorptions. The positions of the two inner lines of the 
six-line a-iron spectrum is calculated at every pressure. 
The height of these lines indicates the theoretical intensity 
based on the intensity of lines 1 and 6 of the a -iron 
spectrum. The statistical counting error is indicated on 
every tenth channel. 
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Fig. 4.2 As Fig. 4.1 but at 60 kbar. 
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Fig. 4.3 As Fig. 4.1 but at 90 kbar. 
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Fig. 4.4 As Fig. 4.1 but at 105 kbar. 
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Fig. 4.5 As Fig. 4.2 but at 120 kbar. 
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Fig. 4.6 As Fig. 4.1 but at 140 kbar. The center absorption 
is attributed to the high-pressure phase of metallic iron. 
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I 
' spectre. it 1m~ possible to locate the positions of th::: four outer lines 
·, 

to i·rithi:c. ±l channel. In son:e spectra, hol·rever, the veak inr.er l:i.nes 

vera poorly resolved:. It is not 11ecessaJ·y to locate t11e in:ner li11es to 

calculate the splitting parametei's, m•d values of A and V could be obc 

tained \·iitn good precision. Values of E re-present small differences in 

larse nmnbers and are less precisely lmmm. Only in tne 120-kbar spectr:-u.m 

1-ras E nonzero within the estimated error. Tnese data are tab~~ated in 

The variation of the obserred magnetic SJ?litting 1-rith p:::.·essure is 

co,;:.pared in Fig. 4. 7 vrith the more precise results obtailJ.ed by nuclear· 

magnetic resonance to 65 kbar by I.itste::.· 
? 

and Benedek. ' The is 

q_uite good considering the loiver precision and accuracy of this Nossbauer 

techniq_ue .. Fm·ther-more·, nmr that the gross details of the effect of 

on the F.e57 Mossbauer spectr·ll.:';l in iron are knoim, additional 

experil11ents l·rith greater velocity resolution and accuracy can be })er-

fol"r.1ed 1-rith a constant-velocity spect:::.·ometer to study the detailed be-

he.vior. 

' The obser-vedvolw-::te dependence of H(O) at constant c;, discussed in 

Sec. II, ir,eans that the variation of H( 0) vith pressm·e cannot be used 

alone to study the v.a.riation of the !;1agneti-c behavior of ferroma.gnets. 

\ 

:i-Im·rever, these results d.emonstra.te tl1e effectiveness of the Hossb.s:uer 

effect for mag!1etic studies at high pressures. 

or for a determination of a. This perm::i.ts much c;reater flexibility in 

tha p::~essure and temperatuTe range tbe..n can ~be studied 1·rith ·the r,~;Q:;sbatter 

than 'I-ii th othei~ techniques. 

I 
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Pressure 
(kbar) 

0.001 
(-
1.1. atrrs.) 

50 

6o 

90 

105 

120 
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EXljel .. :i..r.lalYt£~1 'la.lt:.es for A, B, arJ.d \T 
(see Eq_s. 2. 7 throur;h 2 .10) for t"!1e c 
a.-iron spec~.:;rw·n. Vc is n:easured 1-Tith 
reference to the absorber enersy. 

A= 1-J.oE~O) B 1 2 q_Q = l;e 

(eV :ic 10°) (eV X 108) v 
± 0.10 ± 0.5 c 

(r::N 

9.43 0.0 + 0.45 

9.24 o.o + 0.27 

9·19 o.o· + 0.57 

9.34 0.0 0.03 

9.34 0.0 0-33 

9·.24 l.O 0.54 

8.96 0.5 + 0.12 

0 

j( lOu) 

-'- 0.15 

:t O.lT 

± 0.29 

- 0.15. 

- 0.15 

::: 0.15 

± 0.17 
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Fig. 4. 7 The variation of the magnetic coupling constant with 
pressure for Fe57 in iron metal. The straight line is 
calculated from the nuclear magnetic-resonance results 
of Litster and Benedek. 7 The bars indicate the probable 
error in the determination of A. 
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i 

In ~?ig. 4/.8, the variation oi' the cher;j,ical is 

s .. no-:·rn toc;ethe:c':vrith an indication of the variation obtained by Pound et 
I 

20 
3.1. at loi-rer }.)ressur7s. Up to 120 kbar .there is a graduc:.l zhift of the 

s:;x::c"cntn to lo'lve:r: energy iVhich sec1~18 to become more rapid ·w-ith increasi:ng 

}?~CSSIJ.rC. Ho',rever, as the s:pect1·ometer does not rr,easure t'he absolute 

veloci~y directly, the precision of this meo..sure:men.t is not hig£1. P.. rnino1 ... 

variation in the voltage of the pulse fro.::n the velocity-to-}!ulse-height 

converter corres}.)onding to zero velocity shifts the entire spectr-u.rn. 

contribution can be checked by observing the locatio::1 of the ends r·"" v.l. 

velocity s:pectru..'11 on the pulse -height ane.lyze:c; hoi·Tever) the precis ion in 

this correction is of the order of a channel i-TidJch. 

I>_ccording to the esti;:n.ates of KaU\.er et 
18 :::_,__ c~p.~ H"-ir:· 2 2) 

- --- ... .J..b. • ) tne 

changa in the chemical shift f:·vrr, 1 atm to 120 kbar corresponds to an 

inc:;.·ease of about 8 to 10% in the l~.s electi-on density at the: nucleus for 
r. 

3 
,0.-Y., X .o. .,_ . 

a Cl '-1-s conJ.~gurav1.on. Bancroft et 
?8 

al.J haYe measured the cor:,pres s ior. 

o:::' iron by dynamic methods to pressures of the order of 200 kbar near 

They report 'tl1at the vol'CIJle of a,-iron at the 131-kbar 

transition is reduced about 8% :c~rom 1 atrr,, vhich is in excellent agree-

:1:e1:t ~·iith the change predicted frora the chemical shii't. The o_uali tative 

agree:i:ent betxeen the bulk co:::!1pressibility of the lattice and the com-

:pressibility of the 4s electron density at t}le nucleus s-:1ggests that the 

al)prozim2.tion of a unifo:;,;n compressib:Llity of the condc;,ction-elec.tron 

density throughout the core car.:. be used to establish a relationship be-

t\·Teer.;. II __ YI ... and the indirect excl1cw1ge coupli11g. 
cu_J.Q . 

O:E' II d still is undeterrnined. ) .. a·nd t11e cor.ltl"·i.Oution of indirect exc!.:.a~1g.::; conr -

to the ferron:agnetic coupling canr:.ot be e:n:::luated. 

j 

I 
I 

l 
l 
J 
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Fig. 4.8 The variation of the chemical shift with pressure, 
compared with the results of Pound et al. 20 (dashed 
line) obtained at lower pressures. The bars indicate 
the probable error in the determination of the chemical 
shifts. 
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The 14-0-kbar spectrum is shoim in d:::tail in Fig. 4.6. The most 

striking f:::ature of this spectru.rn is the appearance of a seventh line at 

- 0.6 ± 0.3 X lo-8 
eV in addition to si?: li11es that a·""~ ... ·- characteristic of 

a:,- iron. The constants calculated for the s :L"{-line· spect~~Jm ar-e given in 

Tabl::: IV.l. The values seem consistent 1-rith the valu·:::s for a.-iron at 

lo1-r·~r :f)ressures 1 although the variation i·Tith pressure is not so sn·,ooth as 

at loi·Tsr pressures. ln particular, the chemical shift of the c:.-iron 

spectru:n is positive with respect to 105-and 120-koa.r, and A has dropped 

abruptly. The chemical shift also.is positive with respect to tne posi-

tion of t:1e seventh line; this shift is in the same dir2ction, but slightly 

larger, than the shift observed at the a.-y transition at high 
.a 

·te1n:p(~ra.tures .. ./ 

Although the statistical error ~oer channel of· 0.5~ is an appreciable 

fraction of the. intensity of the three center absorption peaks, ".:;he 

ch2.11nel-to.:channel variation in tl1e intensity is q_uite smooth. Even the 

least intense peak extends ove:r- at least eight channels. Tne positions of 

th:;; three center peaks are separated by 4.8 ± 0.6 x 10-8 eV; and the :posi-

tions of' the two of these pealcs associated vTith the o..-i:::-on s:pectrurr, a::.·e 

ii1 good agreement with the· positions calculated fro•n the location of the 

other peaks in the spectr'ilin, as indicated by the solid lines in Fig. . /' 
4.0. 

The position of .the seventh peak does not correspond to the ene:cgy of 

either of the hig!1er multipolarity transitions of the a.-iron spect:::w"T• 

i·Thicn are not observed . 

. The most plausible explanation of the seventh peale is that it 'belongs 

to tl-.:.e SlJectrtlrn of the :::-pl1ase of iro11, lTl1ic!1 is ·begi11ning to a'l_)pec.;..l"' 111 

Coexiste.11ce of' e .. n x:~phase S})ectrwn -r,.ritl1 t!1e sb:-

lir1e a.-pl:use spectrJ.m can be explained· by tb.e o~Dserved. coexistence o:~ 



/!" 
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._ 42 
ra~;;e ·by Jamieson. and 1~a~·rson. If this e:·:})lanation is correct, vrith 

i:Qcreasir;.g :pressure, ·the intensit~,t of tl1~::: x-pl!::Lse spect-rurn sl1culd ::..:1-

relative to the a.-phase s:pectrur:: at higher pressures,- if +he. 
v~ .. - spzctra 

could be detected. 

AO.d.itional lines in th.;: x--phc:.se spectrum rdght be detected with 

greater energy resolution. Hovrever, c. single-line spectrum can easily be: 

understood if there is no aligned localized magnetic mo:nent on the iron 

ato:n in x -phase. The observed inc~cease of.the resistance by a factor 

~() ~.i 
of fot:.r through the a,-x transition-'"' ~ ·sucgests that a nJ.ajor electronic 

::.·earran&:e;r,ent occurs lvhich might delocalize the mag.11etic electrons. Ob-

serYation of an unsplit s:pec:trw:. does not necessari~y imply that the x 

ser"red 

is IJara;:n.agn.etic as unsplit I?e 5.-( 1'-10ssbauer spectra I1ave bet::r.t o·o-

il1 
h.Q 

ferromagnetic alloys .v and for e..s an ilnp·J.rity in anti-

C"'ro:-r J..' • ''U 
49 

•• ..1 L.U • EX}):::riments i11 \·Thic£1 an. exte:::·nal rnc~gnet ic 

field is used are necessary to distinguish betvreen these possibilities. 
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V. . CONCLUSIONS 

The experiment reported herein has only scratched the surface of the 

possible applications of the ~ossbauer effect to high-pressure research •. 

However, it suggests a number of exp"erimental approaches which could be 

followed in future work. Observation of a seventh line in the spectrum at 

very high pressures demonstrates the effectiveness of the ~ossbauer effect 

for detection of new phases. This application is not limited to iron, or 

even to metals, but can be widely used to study the phase behavior o~all 

varieties of solids. 

The suggestion made concerning the magnetic behavior of the high-

press~e phase, however, must be regarded as tentatiye •. Additional experi-

ments are necessary to determine that this lihe becomes more intense with 

respect to the ~-phase lines with increasing pressure, before·it can be 

attributed to the new phase with certainty. Also, experiments should be per-

formed with an external magnetic field to distinguish between a paramagnetic 

or ordered magnetic structure as well as to aid in establishing the symmetry 

of the new phase. 

The degree to which the magnetic properties of the a-phase vary almost 

linearly with pressure is somewhat surprising. The magnitude of the 

variation of H(O).agrees with Patrick's observation37 of a slow variation 

of the Curie temperature·with pressure. This suggests that_further experi-
,/ 

ments following the Curie temperature to the a-y phase bo~dary should be 
. ·' 

performed. 

More precis.e measurements over wider pressure ranges may detect appre-

ciable deviations from low-pressure results. Large deviations in the ferro-

magnetic coupling also might be masked by the large core contribution to the 
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magnetic field. However, such effects would· require a major modification of 

the interpretation of the results. As suggested in Sec. II, the temperature 

de:pendence of H(O) should be measured over wide temperature ranges at a' 

number of elevated :pressures to determine the variation of the ferromagnetic 

cou:pling with :pressure. These measurements, related to dJ/dP::determined from 

(d ·.eno/dP)T,also would be very useful in understanding the contribution to the 

magnetic field at the nucleus. 

The :present experiment has concerned only pure iron. However, if the 

interpretation is correct, exchange polarization by conduction electrons should 

be important' in the cores of impurity atoms in ferromagnets as well. A system-

atic study of the magnetic field at the nucleus of those impurities to which 

direct d exchange is prohibited should be especially fruitful in understanding 

the ferromagnetic cou:pling :process. Some work has a:p:peared in the literature 

along these lines, and. it is beyond the. sco:pe of this discuss:I,on to renew 

the im:plications of this work in detail. However, the :problem appears to be 

far from solved, and a number of l{ossbauer isoto:pes are reasonable impurity 

atoms for such a study. 

/ 
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